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Mur

HEALTH CARE REFORM
MEETINGS
Local public agencies who will
conduct meetings this week
include:
PARKS BOARD
•The Murray-Calloway County Park:and Recreation Department will meet in regular session at 5:30 p.m. Monday.
May 17 in the Courthouse
Pavilion in the city park.
COUNCIL COMMITTEES
•The health insurance committee of the Murray City Council
will meet at 6 p.m. and the
finance committee will meet at
7 p.m. Tuesday, May 18, in
the council chambers at city
hall.
PLANNING COMMISSION
•The Murray Planning Commission .will meet in regular
session at 7 p.m. Tuesday.
May 18, in the council chambers at City Hall.
ZONING BOARD
_•The.Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet in regular session at 6:15. p.m. Wednesday, May 19, in the council_
chambers of City_ Hall.
HOSPITAL BOARD
•The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board will meet in
regular session at 5:30 p.m. in
the board room of the hospital.

INSIDE
The
SAN ANTONIO
Phoenix Suns arc heading
home to rediscover how they
got off to_a 2-0___start _in_ their .
playoff series with the San
Antonio Spurs.

FORECAST
Tonight: Rain likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Low in
the lower 60s. Light wind:
Rain chances 70 'percent.
Tuesday: Thunderstorms likely. High in the mid 70s. Rain
chances 70 percent.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 70'
359.2, -0.0: below 311.7, -0.4
BARKLEY — 700
359.3, +0.2: below 312.6, -0.0
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
reedited their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• •

•

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
, To place a classified so, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

TALKIN'TOYS

Majority favors higher
taxes with cost controls
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
majority of Kentuckians would
be willing to pay higher state taxes to provide health insurance for
every state resident or if the government would control healthcare costs, according to a new
poll.
More than 90 percent of the
704 people interviewed said they
think everyone has a right to
health care, regardless of ability
to pay for it.
The poll's results elated Gov.
Brereton Jones.
"I feel like I won a stakes
race:: said Jones, a horse breeder
who is pushing a tax.
"I have always believed people are willing to pay their lair
share to take care of each other's
health. The people have been telling me that the last 18 months—
that we have to have the courage
to deal with this issue."
Seventy-five percent of the 269
people. asked about a scat-belt
law favored the idea. And 69 percent of 704 respondents said they
Iavor a 24-cent-a-pack increase in
the cigarette tax.
Last week during the special
session on health care, lawmakers
repeatedly contended. that Kentuckians don't want to raise taxes
to pay for any reforms.
But 69 percent of those polled
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said they would be willing to pay
more in state taxes if that meant
all Kentuckians would be covered
by a health insurance plan.
Seventy-two percent- said they
would be willing to pas more
state taxes it the government
would control health-care costs.
TMR Inc. of Parsippany. N.J.,
conducted the poll between May
3 and 11 for the Lexington
Herald -Leader, WKYT-TV in
Lexington and WHAS-TV in
Louisville.
By a 3-to-1 ratio, people said
they support helping pay for
reforms by imposing a 3.75 percent payroll tax on companies
that don't provide health insurance for their workers.
Jones has proposed such a tax..
Russell Lampe of Nicholasville, 42, was among those
surveyed. "I think everybody
ought to share the burden. That
includes small businesses. I
understand what they are saying.
It's hard for them to compete, hut
it's hard for everybody these
days."
The poll shows people are
willing to put limits on how
much health-care providers make,
but they are not enthusiastic
about limiting patients' options
II TURN TO PAGE 2
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STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

Hundreds of people got the grand tour of the Fisher-Price plant Saturday during an open house in
celebration of Fisher-Price's 20th anniversary in Murray. Employees were available to answer questions and numerous displays were set up to show how toys are made.

White House challenges GOP on deficit

WASHINGTON (AP) --- The
individual Republicans on the
committee: 'Do you think you
.White House today challenged
could support. the package?'
Republicans to say how they
Right from'the word go, it was:
would reduce the federal deficit
`No, were not going to support
if they continue opposing Presithe_package," Rostenkowski said
dent Clinton's plan.
."1. he president has .a balanced .today on NBC.
All 14 Republicans on Ways
-program. It -starts with spending.
without health insurance.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Director
Means opposed the plan and
ons
and
An audit by Deloitte and • cuts," Communicati
Kentucky could provide healthon
said
os
is
it
unlikely to get even a handStephanopoul
George
Touche detailed most of the savcare coverage to nearly all of its
have
votes in the House next
of
Republicans
ful
"If
CBS.
residents
ings, he said.
medically uninsured
week.-- Nevertheless, Treasury
"That's why we had the'man- - atiother.way, they have an obligawithout new payroll taxes by
Secretary Lloyd Bentsen believes
agement review," said Heller, tion to come up with how they're
changing the way it manages
going to gee this deficit down."
the hill can make its way through
Congress without major
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-111.,
who guided the bulk of Clinton's - concessions.
The administratiM 'thinks it
plan. including a S246 billion tax
"It can go a long way toward getting universal increase, through the House can win congressional approval
Committee last
of its tax package without ,major
coverage done. And I think universal coverage is :Ways and Means little
help will
concessions, says Treasury Secweek, suggested
important,"
retary Lloyd Bentsen.
come from Republicans.
-- Leonard Heller
Bentsen and other senior offi"Even before we started to
cials appearing on. Sunday news
[Atkin the package we'd ask

Audit suggests way to
provide health care

state programs, a management
audit has shown.
The state could recover about'
S430 million a year if it tightened
its management of the Medicaid
program, used its clout to get
lower prices for State employees'
health care and expanded taxes
on health-care providers as
planned, said Leonard Heller, former Human Resources secretary.
That would nearly finance coverage for the 450010 Kentuckians

who helped drift Gov. Brereton
Jones' health-care- reform plan.
"If we got more aggressive With
Medicaid -- streamline it and
make it more businesslike --- we
could save and use those funds
for the uninsured. •
"It can go a long way toward
getting universal coverage done.
And I think universal coverage is
important."

• TURN TO PAGE 2

Doctor arrested
after witnessing
another suicide

BARGAIN BUYS

II TURN TO PAGE 2

Commission may look at
two lawmakers' activities
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Legislative Ethics Commission, still awaiting its own staff,
began laying the groundwork for
possible projects as it prepares to
enforce the state's tougher ethics
law later this year.
The commission agreed Friday
to discuss at us next meeting
whether to investigate possible
ethical breaches by state Reps.
Richard Lewis, D43CtiTifiti,---and Tom _Burch, D-Louisville.
Questions have been raised
about L4? billlaViortat a Pireire
Board hcaring-and Burch's solicitation of lobbying groups and
political-action committees for
campaign contributions before
the current special session.
Commission members also arc
talking about asking law enforcement agencies if they will
share information. Of particular
interest is the FBI's investigation
of state government corruption,
known as Boptrot.
For the time being, however,
commission members arc limited
in what they can do. The commission won't have its own staff
lor at least two months and must
go by the existing ethics law until
fill.

programs also said they belies ed
the economy was heading for
moderate growth, -and advised
against a Federal Reserve-Board
*boost in interest rates Iii ca inflationary pressures.
"Frankly. I don't want to sec
stray too far front what we have
already proposed," Bentsen said
of the tax bill that emerged from
the House Ways and Means
Committee on Thursday. - -The higher taxes on energy.
middle-income Social Securits
recipients and people in the
S100,000-plus income category
would raise about S246 billion
over five years.
"I look forward to it moving
through the Senate and moving
through. it virtually intact, with-

Member Cornelia Sewell suggested that the commission look
outside state government for even
temporary staff members,
because to borrow them from
other agencies might create the
appearance of a conflict of
interest.
Also Friday, the commission
AMY WILSON Ledger & Times photo
heard from three primary drafters
Bargain hunters flocked in droves to the City-Wide Yard Sale on
of the ethics law that legislators
Saturday. The Humane Society sponsored a sale consisting of
-passed -in--special- session- P2T1ivir
donated items with all proceeds going to the Humane Society.
this year: state Reps. Bill Lear
More than 50 yard sales took place throughout Murray., marking
and Marty - Sheehan, and statt
the beginning of the first Freedom Fest '93 event.
Sen:-Shaugliooy.
D-LcAington, suggested
that the commission take a hard
line as it reviews ethical dilemmas. If it is inclined to go easy at
fir t, it should go easy on penalnot interpretations of the
ti
he
said.
,
I
PALE, Bosnia-Herzegovina Serb forces, Gen. Ratko- Mladic,
-,Shaughnessy, D-Louisville, (AP) — Even before Bosnian said any Western soldiers who
urged the commission to keep in Serbs. finished voting on a U.N. might intervene to enforce the
President Clinmind that not all legislators arc peace plan, their leader declared peace plan
besieged
the
"crooks."
— would meet
and
threatened
dead
has
the plan
ton
The commission elected retired
Muslim -led government was call- fierce resistance from his
judge George E. Barker as chair- ing its Wu:Mon hopeless.
fighters.
man and Laura Wilson Voss as
"Whoever comes will leave
Confident that their people votvice chairwoman. Georgia Pow- ed to reject the peace plan in a his hones here," the Yugoslav
ers, a former state senator, had two-day referendum that ended new' agency Tanjug quoted him
been temporary chairwoman hut Sunday. Bosnian Serb leaders as saying.
said she did not want to remain in exuded defiance today.
that role.
The commander of Bosnian •TURN TO PAGE

Serbs, Croats attack Muslims

DETROIT (AP). -- Dr. Jack
Kevorkian was arrested when
police found him at the side of a
cancer victim who had killed
himself. But the doctor's lawyer
denied Kcvorkian had broken
Michigan's • new law against
assisted suicide.
"There's no way they can find
any jury that will convict him,"
said attorney Geoffrey Fieger.
"It's not a crime to be present
when someone commits suicide.'•
Ron Mansur, 54, committed
suicide Sunday at his Detroit real
estate office by breathing carbon
monoxide through a mask.
Kcvorkian, who had assisted in
15 other suicides since 1990,
witnessed Mansur's death, Fieger
said.
Kcvorkian was arrested and
released into his attorney's custody, police said. Assistant Wayne - County Prosecutor George
Ward said his office was awaiting
word from police before deciding
whether to • bring eharges. Kcvorkian refused to answer
questions from reporters outside
the police station.
Michigan passed a law in
February making it a felony to
assist in a suicide, punishable by
up to four years in prison.
Kcvorkian had vowed to ignore
the law, but later said he would
wait until a constitutional challenge was decided before helping
another person to die.
At a news conference, Flew
said he did not know why Kevorkian chose to be present at Man-

11.TURN TO PAGE 2
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Local News Roundup

Under Jones' proposal, some
FROM PAGE 1
limits would be placed on the
Two-thirds of those surveyed- freedom to choose doctors for
said they favored setting all fees
many residents. People using
and prices for health-care state-sponsored plans could only
.
. sec doctors agreeing to the state's
services.
The same margin of those fcc schedules.
questioned supports limiting malAlthough President Clinton is
practice awards as a way to cut moving to reform health care at
costs.
the national level, 64 percent of
But Kentuckians are 'split on those surveyed said Kentucky
the question of giving -up some .should make health-care reforms
freedom to choose their doctors now rather than wait for the fedin exchange for lower costs and eral government to act.
health insurance for all. FiftyThe poll also found heavy supthree percent said yes and 47 per- port for requiring all businesses
cent said no to that question.
to provide health insurance for

their employees.
For instance, 72 percent said
businesses with one to 25 workers should be required to provide
insurance. When asked about larger companies, even higher percentages of those interviewed
thought the companies should
provide insurance.
But if companies are required
to provide health insurance for
their workers, the employees
should be responsible for paying
some of the cost, 87 percent of
those surveyed said.
Jones' initial plan would have
required that all businesses pro-

vide coverage for their workers,
without employees being responsible for any of the tab. The plan
would have provided state subsidies for small companies with
low-wage workers.
But Jones backed away from
that plan after business groups
and lawmakers criticized the
proposal.
The health-care reform and
cigarette-tax polls had a margin
of error of plus or minus 3.8 percentage points, while the seat-belt
poll's margin of error was plus or
minus 5.5 percentage points.

FROM PAGE 1
Heller resigned as Human
Resources secretary in January
because of health problems. He
has been retained by the governor's office as a consultant on
health-care reform, which has
been taken up in a special session
of the General Assembly.
This weekend, Heller planned
to review the budget for Jones'
health-care reform bill to see
whether Jones needs a new
broad-based tax to finance universal coverage.- Heller believes
the state has enough money in the
current system to pay for the bill.
Jones' proposed 3.75 payroll
tax has met so much opposition
that the legislature has threatened
to kill his entire bill.
Heller said 7 that , as the slant
restructures its programs and
recoups its savings, it could begin
to'cover the working poor and
otti-er tunnsured Kentuckians by

placing them in a state-organized
pool and seeking bids for healthcare coverage, Heller said. The
state could set priorities on who
most needs the coverage and
phase in universal coverage over
a couple of years.
The important point is to eliminate the waste and fraud by going
through the billions of• dollars
spent in Kentucky on health-care
and see where dollars can be
saved, he said. That means looking at private funds as well as
public funds going to hospitals,
nursing homes, doctors, health
maintenance organizations, home
health agencies, public health
clinics and pharmacies. Then
redirect the money saved to provide coverage for all.
"What the governor is trying
to do is a bold effort," Heller
said. "He's got a -pretty good
understanding of health care
issues. His intentions are very
close to some of the things that

(the Clinton administration) is
working on in Washington. He's
ahead of the curve on this thing."
Based on the management
review by Deloitte and Touche as
well as budget estimates done by
the Jones administration, Heller
outlined how current health-care
funds could be redirected and
new 'funds raised to pay for universal coverage in Kentucky:
— $100 million saved in longterm care, particularly at nursing
homes, through revising reimbursement rules. Instead of reimbursing separately for each service such as respiratory therapy,
the program should look at reimbursements on a per diem basis.
Other revisions in the billing procedures would be needed, too.
— S50 million to $150 million
saved by revising the Medicaid
reimbursement system to make it
more efficient and to make it
easier to target fraud and abuse.
Some reimbursements should be
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on a per diem basis, instead of
per service. When the Medicaid
program authorizes the length of
a hospital stay, it -should have an
automatic process to review the
hospital bill to make sure Medicaid is not billed for a longer
patient stay.
MAN ARRESTED ON SEVERAL CHARGES
— S50 million saved by bid- Lemuel
T. Blanton, Pine Street, was arrested Saturday night and charged
ding the state employees' health
with alcohol intoxication, carrying a concealed weapon and possession of
insurance contract out in a more drug paraphernalia, according to reports from the Murray Police
competitive manner. With more Department.
than 30,0(X) employees, the state
MAN CHARGED WITH INTOXICATION
should use the clout it has in
Charles Caldwell, West Main Street, was arrested early Sunday morning by
numbers to negotiate higher disMurray police and charged with alcohol intoxication
counts on health care. The current plan pays doctors and hospitals about twice as much per service as Medicare does. The
savings reflects' no change in bentaxes to reduce the deficit. "1
efits, only better bargaining.
believe those fellows arc going to
— SIR° million in new funds
out any great, major changes in hang in there with him."
for Medicaid — S45 million of it," Bentsen said on NBC's
Bentsen's optimism was shared
that raised in Kentucky from tax- "Meet the Press."
by Office of Management and
es on health-care providers and
"When you're talking about
Budget Director Leon Panetta,
S135 million in federal matching
cutting the deficit the most its who said
on CBS'
. "Face the
funds.
--ever been cut in the history of Nation" that
he was "feeling
this country, that's an uphill much better
about" the prospects
tiiht, -but, we're-going to win. it,"
of
the
bill
after
it passed the
he said.
The administration needs only Ways and Means Committee.
"We think that we have a very
a majority -- 51 votes — to pass
good
chance of not only passing
the bill in the Senate, but all 43
FROM PAGE 1
the House floor but doing the
Republicans in the Senate are
likely to oppose the plan and
Fighting continued today in
in the Senate as
some conservative Democrats are same thing
Mostar, where Bosnian Croats are
Panetta, who recently
said
well,"
wavering. Among them are Sens.
administration with
Crying to wrest control of the
David Boren, D-Okla., John jolted the
city's western half.
statements on the dismal
public
Breaux, D-La., and Kent Conrad,
AP reporter John Daniszcwski,
of Clinton's - economic
-D-N.D., all members of the outlook
reporting from Mostar on Sunprogram.
Senate Finance Committee —
day, said heavy fire erupted in'
where Democrats have only. an
the afternoon from Croat posi:
Wholesale prices shot up 0.6
11-9 majority — that acts on the
tions into Muslim-held parts of
percent in April, the biggest
bill
before
it
reaches
the
Senate
town and that fires were burning
'increase in V: years, While confloor.
on the Muslim side.
"1 don't think they're going to sumer prices rose 0.4 percent,
U.N. peacekeeper spokesman
abandon
the president," .Bentsen raising speculation that the Fed
Cmdr. Barry Frewer, speaking in
said
of
the
three, who say there might consider raising interest
Sarajevo, also reported fighting
should be more emphasis on rates to ease inflationary
Sunday around the eastern
spending cuts and less on new pressUres.
Muslim enclave of Zcpa.
--Serbs have.been making steady
gains in eastern Bosnia against
the outgunned Muslim forces.

•White House...

•Doctor arrested...

With the peace plan apparently
doomed, the powerful Serbs and
Croats — who between them
control most of BosniaHerzegovina — arc poised to
squeeze the weak Muslim-led
government forces and carve up
most of Bosnia.

Ledger wins
KPA awards
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Individual newspaper awards in
the Kentucky Press Association's
summer Better Newspaper Contest were announced Saturday:
The Murray Ledger & Times
received the following awards in
the Daily Class 1 with a circulation up to 10,000: first place —
agriculture page, original ad idea;
second place — typography,
sports page, special section; third
place — general excellence, front
page, editorial page, lifestyle
page, local news pictures, local
feature pictures.
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5.
6.
7.
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
Dr. Dennis L. Hoskin, D.C.

As election day draws nearer I would like to take this
opportunity to say that I have tried very hard to meet as many
people in District #3 as I could. I wish I could have spoken to
each of you. The people in District #3 have asked me about
several issues. The most asked question was about ourjail. This
issue is something that needs an extreme amount of attention. I
feel that the Economic Development Corporation might be
used as a vehicle to secure grant monies to fund a new jail if the
Fiscal Court works with them closely. This is something that I
feel very strongly about and I will work hard to accomplish this
goal for the people of Calloway County Please help mc to he
able to work for this goal by giving mc your vote for Magistrate
Distriei
al May 25th.
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"He started off walking with a
cane, then two -canes," sant
Errick Wilson, who refurbished
several Mansur properties.
"Every step he took, you couldsee the pain in his face. He had
all kinds of medicines, but' it
wasn't doing any good.
"The last couple of months he
was real depressed, real edgy.
Here his father had just died of
cancer," Wilson said.
Telephone numbers for Mansur
and his mother were unpublished.
Kevorkian, 64, a retired pathologist, was charged with murder
in his first three assisted suicides.
But charges were dropped
because Michigan had no law
against the practice.

Magistrate
District #3

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30 00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results

;0

years. She knew he was sick, but
said: "I never thought he'd do
anything like this."
Another associate described
Mansur as a man who enjoyed
working out in health spas until
he was debilitated by painful
cancer, just as his late father had
been.

MARCIA
BRANDON

EXAMINATION

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12 Muscle Spasms

sur's suicide. "Knowing Jack, he
cares about suffering people and
believes .suffering people have
the right to decide their own destinies," he said.
Fieger said Mansur, who had
bene and lung cancer, pulled a
clip that allowed the carbon
monoxide to flow into a gas
mask. Fieger said he did not
know whether Kevorkian had
supplied the suicide apparatus.
In a departure from earlier suicides, none of Kevorkian's assistants were present, Fieger said.
Detroit police were called to
the Ford Mansur Co. real estate
office Sunday morning. When
they arrived, Kevorkian was present and Mansur was dead, said
Officer Rhoda Virgil-Madison.
Neighbors Tony and Monica
Arnold said Mansur's health had
declined markedly in recent
months.
Mrs. Arnold, who bought her
home from Mansur's company,
said he had been working there
with his mother for about IV,

Please Vote

DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

•
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According to reports from the Murray Fire Department, firefighters
responded to a call at Treas Lumber at 10:44 p.m. May 15. Upon arrival,
firefighters found the contents of a dumpster on fire The blaze was extinguished with a booster line. The cause has not been determined
According to reports from the Murray Police Department, Michael W Redden, 22, was injured when his motorcycle collided with a vehicle driven by
Ruth M Crass, 57, at approximately 10 40 am May 14 Apparently, the
Crass vehicle was attempting to turn into the Murray-Calloway County Has
pital parking lot from South Ninth Street when she turned into the path of
Redden, who was traveling north on Ninth Street Redden was thrown from
the motorcycle and was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
treatment of leg injuries and multiple lacerations. Redden was listed in
stable condition Monday morning after undergoing surgery Sunday. According to reports, Crass was wearing a seatbelt and was not injured.
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Roselyn M. Bucy, 42, Rt. 3 Murray, is listed in serious but stable condition at
Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah after she was involved in a one-car
accident at approximately 1:50 a.m. May 16. According to reports from the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Bucy was traveling north on Ky. 121
S. near Cherry Corner when her 1989 Dodge Caravan apparently dropped
oft the right side of the road. The vehicle traveled 147 feet then hit a culvert,
became airborne for 30 feet, hit the ground and became airborne again for
42 feet, hit a second culvert which flipped the vehicle end over end for 57
teat before coming to rest upside down_ Bucy was transported to MurrayCalloway County Hospital by ambulance personnel before being transferred
to Western Baptist. Firefighters from the Murray Fire Department assisted
ambulance personnel.
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Lawmakers attempt to mollify tobacco interests
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Three Republican House members say they would abandon
their call for a cigarette tax
ir.crease if their colleagues want
to raise in some other way the
S110 million a year needed for
their health-reform blueprint.
Reps. Anne .,Northup, Bob
Heleringer and Bob DeWeese —
all of Jefferson County — last
month proposed increasing the

cigarette tax from 3 cents to 27
cents a pack as part of their
health-care plan.
Northup, Hcleringer and
DeWeese arc seeking to placate
tobacco interests, fellow Republicans who have a lot of tobacco
growers in their districts and Jefferson County colleagues who
fear that higher cigarette prices
could affect employment levels at
the Philip Morris plant in

Louisville.
The three sponsors of House
Bill 7 added to it a proposed tax
on the foreign-tobacco content of
cigarettes. This tax is designed to
punish cigarette companies
importing foreign tobacco, and to
aid Kentucky burley growers who
have been harmed by that trend.
Northup said the tax on foreign
tobacco also would give a boost
to premium brands. such as the

Marlboros made in Louisville,
which she said are being hurt by
competition from low -price
generic brands that contain a
higher percentage of foreign
tobacco.
-Northup said the major cigarette companies claim to have kept
foreign-tobacco content at 10 percent or less in their premium
brands. But overall, 32 percent of
the tobacco used by the U.S.

companies last year was of foreign origin.-Northup estimated that
generic brands must derive at

would carry a 30-cent surcharge
in Kentucky, on top of the
27-cent-a-pack regular tax.

least 40 percent of their leaf
offshore.
The bill would impose a 1 -cent
tax per pack for each I percent of
composition that is foreign in origin, over 10 percent. Thus, if
generic brands have foreign content of 40 percent, each pack

Northup said the surcharge
would raise at least 520 million a
year. and perhaps as much as S60
million. The money would be

Woman leads relief effort for Russians
MAbISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— This is the story of how Amy
Curtis became a love broker.
Nearly two years ago, while
living in Murray, Curtis watched
a TV news broadcast about long
lines and food shortages in Russia and decided she must do
something.
"I guess really it just touched
my maternal side," said the
34-year-old housewife and
mother of three. "I was watching
these women stand in line, waiting in the snow forhours just to
get in the grocery store, and then
when they would get in, it would
be bare. I thought, 'Oh, how
to have to
awful for a mother
explain that to a child who wants
milk.'"
With the encouragement of her
husband, Whitney, a truck driver,
Curtis, a former legal secretary,
began inquiring about how her
family could help a Russian family in need. She spent weeks seek-

ing assistance from several
church organizations. TV stations, congressmen, the White
House and the State Department
— "everybody and his brother"
— but to no avail.
Then, after watching another
broadcast about conditions in
Russia, she called ABC-TV in
New York.
"You people are always airing
these sad stories, and we want to
help, and no one's helping me to
help them," she told an assistant
producer. "By this time. I had a
lot of friends who said, 'If you
find yourself a family, get Us
one.
ABC gave her the name of
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev's liaison to the United
States, whose assistant explained
that his office was not concerned
with philanthropic activities.
"I said, 'Oh, please?' And
then I really laid a major guilt
trip on him," Curtis said. "I

Students earn diplomas
at Louisville, Morehead,
Midway, NKU ceremonies
By The Associated Press
Thousands of students culminated their college careers by
receiving degrees at commencement ceremonies across Kentucky
during the weekend.
Northern Kentucky University
marked its 25th anniversary during a commencement for 1,521
graduates in Highland Heights.
Separate ceremonies were held
for graduates of the colleges of
Professional Studies, Business,
Arts and Sciences and Law.
In his speech to graduates of
the College of Professional Studies, a retired Procter & Gamble
Co. executive said that society's
responsibilities were passing
from his generation to the next.
"Now it is time to pass on to
you the responsibility to continue
that pursuit of our national dream
and to create the kind of country
that you want for your children
and your grandchildren through
the first half of the 21st century," said Owen Bradford
Butler.
"The real significance of this
day in your lives is today you
accept full time the responsibility
for the kind of country we're
going to have."
Butler, who began his 45-year
business career as a P&G salesman, retired in 1986 as chairman
of the board in 1986.
At the University of Louisville,
about 1,600 students participated
in graduation exercises Saturday.
Jan-res B. Edwards, a 1955 graduate who went on to become
governor of South Carolina and
U.S. energy secretary, was named
U of L's alumnus of the year during the commencement ceremony
at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center.
Edwards received his doctorate
in dentistry from U of L.
Dental students and medical
students from the class of 1943
participated in their schools' convocations Saturday at U of L
also. The students' own gradua-

tion ceremonies were canceled 50
years ago when U of L President
Raymond Kent died on the morning of graduation.
About 670 of Morehead State
University's 800 degree candidates were present for the
school's commencement program
Saturday.
Opera star Faith Esham, a
Lewis County native, was given
an honorary doctor of musical
arts degree.
"Each of us here, each one of
you, has a song in your heart and
this song will lead you to service," Esham told the audience.
"So I say to you today, sing
loud, sing with joy, sing with
wisdom and with a prayer in your
heart. It will make a difference,"
she said.
In a ceremony Friday night,
five inmates at the Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex in
West Liberty received their
degrees from Morehead State
University. The students participated in a program offered at the
prison through Morehead State's
Licking Valley Extended Campus
Center.
"Unfortunately, there is very
little that we can do about what
happened yesterday, other than
learn from those mistakes and not
repeat them," said William K.
Brown, one of the inmates who
earned degrees. "Dwelling on
these mistakes is not what this
degree is about. It is about
tOMOrrOW."
MSU President

Ronald G.
Eaglin and other university administrators joined state corrections
officials at the ceremony, which
also was attended by the inmates'
families.

Meanwhile, 143 degrees were
awarded at Midway College, the
state's only women's college. Jim
Squires, press secretary to Ross
Perot during last year's presidential campaign, delivered the commencement address.

=-1-Aren'tYou IvKGlad There's I

United States have been linked
with 1,600 needy Russian families in a burgeoning relief effort
Curtis calls Family to Family. Her dining room is now a cluttered office where a computer
helps her match stacks of letters
from Americans offering help
with those from Russians seeking
it. Her phone bill is several
hundred dollars a month. Work
days begin early and end well
after dark.
The non-profit Fund lot Democracy and Development began
helping her ship the goods after
learning- of--her- -wort. So far
'seven 20-foot-long trailer loads
(51: supplies have been shipped —
,r verything from surgical _scrubs
'to tons of non-perishable food.
Next month she will travel to
Russia on a State ,WArtmentSponsored trip to see, firsthand,
the fruits of the Family to Family
relief Mort.

said, 'You are our last hope. If
these people don't get help, this
is something you're going to
have to think . about at night.—
A few days later a columnist
for Tass, the former Soviet news
agency, called from New York to
interview Curtis about her wish
to help a Russian family.
"I said, '1 don't care who the
person is, just so they're in need.
1 don't want to write a check to a
large non-profit organization and
not know what happened to it. I
want a real family, with a• real
face, a real name, a real address.
that I - can help - their -specific
needs and I can track how they're
progressing in life.' And he said,
, .
Two weeks later, after the
story appeared in scattered areas
of the So'let Union, some 200
letters from real families arrived
at Curtis' home. Since that day.
1,6(X) sponsor families in the

used to help Kentucky tobacco
growers make the transition to
new crops.
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LETTERS To

TIIE EDITOR

Enjoys work with Max Parker
Dear Editor:
I am a citizen of Calloway County. I also happen to be the secretary
of Max Parker who is running for the office of Commonwealth's
Attorney in the May election. I am in a position to know Mr. Parker
very well and thought to share my opinion with interested citizens.
I started working for Mr. Parker on Jan. 5, 1988. I soon learned that
he was a fair man and excellent employer. He treats me with respect
and asks my opinion on many matters. He makes me feel more like a
partner or colleague than a secretary.
During the time that I have been working for Mr. Parker, he was
Domestic Relations Commissioner in Calloway and Marshall Counties. I have seen him agonize over situations regarding custody for
weeks at a time in a divorce case. He would always strive to make the
best possible situation regarding the children of the parties. Many
have not agreed with his conclusions, but he has always done what he
thought was right.
During the more than five years which I have been,..with Max, I can
honestly say that I have never seen him run from a confrontation or
hide from a client. He has always represented his clients to the best of
his ability and has never shirked his responsibilities of returning
phone calls, etc.
Max Parker is honest, sometimes brutally so. If he feels an individual has no case, he is more than willing to tell them that he cannot
help them. However, if he feels that an individual has been treated
poorly by someone and has a good case, he will do his best to represent this person to the best of his ability.
Before becoming a _legal assistant/secretary, Girl Friday, gopher,
coffee-maker, bookkeeper, etc., I taught school for four years in Butler County, Kentucky, in a little town called Huntsville, near the
Rochester dam. I moved back to Murray in 1982 and completed 18
hours toward a master's degree at Murray State University. Instead of
completing my master's degree, I was employed by another competent
attorney in Murray for several years. I quit to have my second child
and was hired by Mr. Parker after that. I have never regretted not
completing my master's degree and returning to teaching. I enjoy
what I do and enjoy working for and with Max Parker.
I hope this letter does not embarrass Max in that he does not know
that I am writing this letter to the editor, but I felt that I should share
my personal feelings with the public. I am not a public official and
my endorsement may not stand for much. I am an ordinary secretary
and an ordinary citizen, and I am going to cast my vote for Max Parker for Commonwealth's Attorney.
Judy Elliott
Route 5, Box_1134,_ Murray

Pondering pet peeves
While the sun shined this
weekend, I got some Jest and
relaxation and made a list of little
things that I find slightly annoying. Not only is the list long, but
making it was a stress-reliever.
Here are a few of the things that
raise my blood pressure.
While nestled under my favorite blanket watching a fine news
program, a commercial interrupts
a hard-hitting story. I'm somewhat perturbed by the following
message.
I can handle just about any
television ad, even the ones with
-the Energizer Bunny, but I am
fed up with the new fad — madefor-television-movies.
A few years ago a true-life
movie was a treat. Now it makes
me sick. Every time I turn on the
television for some mindless
entertainment, there it is —
somebody's story.
What happened_ JO writers corning up with their own scripts,
their own ideas?
The worst part about these
little dramas is that regardless of
whether it is hailed as a "true
story," it should be prefaced with
a "Hollywood" true story.
These big producers probably
come into a home where tragedy
or scandal has struck and make it
all bigger than life.
Think about it, if the story
were told exactly as it happened,
it wouldn't be called a movie, it
would lie a documentary.
There were three or four Amy

son who pulled into the turn lane
and continued to drive in that
lane for several blocks, I'd retire.
Turn lanes are Just that — turn
lanes. They are not driving lanes
when you can't merge with
traffic.
I'm pretty sure if you pull into
a turn lane, you wait there until
you,can get into the flow of traffic. Others will be pulling into the
lane from both north and south.
I'd think it safest to sit there
rather than plowing down other
cars in front of Wal-Mart.
• • • •
I am a full supporter of the
First Amendment for obvious
but these campaign
reasons
signs,are getting to me.-It's not that I don't want candidates to campaign, but there are
lots in and around Murray
jammed with campaign signs.
That's not so bad. The bad part
is the grass. Some weeds have
overrun signs.
• I think if a candidate puts a
sign on a lot, he or she should be
responsible for maintenance
around that sign.

Fisher stories and while in the
video store. I even saw her story
out on rental. There have been
countless others and I bet none of
them is accurate.
It's like having Oprah, Gerald()
and Sally in your living room
from morning till night.
I would really like to sit down
one evening and watch a movie
that is completely fiction. I don't
want the characters to be real
people with real problems. I want
something different and totally
unreal.
1 have my own problems — we
all do. Who wants to leave a hectic workplace full of real drama
and scandal only to come home
to it on the tube?
Come on Hollywood, get a grip
and produce a movie that is,
worth watching.
• • • • e,
One day I'm going to jr
involved
vrorlave.d in a c.Sr wreck in
Why? Because it seems some
drivers, have yet to learn how to
maneuver in the turn lanes on
U.S. 641.
If 1 had a dime for every per-

• • • •

Now I am not a parent, nor do
I have any noticeable parenting
skills — so rather than state my
opinion ignorantly, I have a'
question.
Why do parents physically and
verbally abuse their kids in public? Why do they abuse them at
all?
This weekend I was on my
way to do a little shopping and
while in the parking lot I saw a
group of people that appeared to
be a family loading into a minivan. All of a sudden the adult
male grabbed this little boy who
looked about four years old.
The guy yanked this boy off
the ground and started yelling
obscenities at him. The little boy
just whimpered.
I walked on past so I don't
know what else happened.
However, this type of behavior
is not uncommon. Every time I'm
in -the grocery or a department
store I see it..Mothers and fathers
are yelling at their kids and
sometimes spanking them.
How a parent chooses to discipline his or her child is none of
my business. Maybe the child is
uncontrollable. However, 1 do not
like to sec a child being verbally
attacked or physically harmed.
It is degrading to the child and
I am offended. It seems to a
childless person that the place for
discipline is in the home, not in
the frozen food section of
Kroger.

Two youngsters shine in rodeo
Dear Editor:
You have WO fine children in your community that are in the Kentucky Junior Rodeo, ages K-8th grade. I would like to share the results
from our last rodeo at Carson Park May 8 concerning them:
Derek Lawson is a rookie (first year) in our rodeo. He competes in
steer riding, chute-doggin and dummy roping. He was in a three-way
tie in dummy roping for fifth, sixth and seventh place. No one in our
lower division has ridden a steer. I'm sure Derek will be the first. He
does a fine job and tries hard.
Lindsey Grogan is a great little cowgirl. She is in the younger division of our rodeo club. In barrels she had a time of 18.305, good for
first place. In poles she had a little bad luck with a no time. In goat
tying she had a little more bad luck when her goat didn't stay tied and
she had a no time. In dummy roping she took third place.
She's had plenty of good rodeos compared to this one. In fact, she's
leading in the year-end All-Around Award by 26 points. That's quite a
lead — and quite a cowgirl.
Nancy O'Daniel, secretary
Kentucky Junior Rodeo, Kuttawa, KY 42055

Talent competition set June 12
Dear Editor:
Applications are now being accepted for entry in the second annual
'Youth Talent Preliminary Competition at West Kentucky Factory Outlets in Eddyvillc. The competition will begin at I p.m. Saturday, June
12, in the courtyard pavilion of the mall.
Winning talent from five of the categories will be selected for entry
in the Coca-Cola Youth Talent Classic at the State Fair in August. All
category winners will receive a trophy and a small cash prize. Other
prizes for second and third place winners will be awarded.
Ages 13 through 20 may compete; categories include jazz and modem dance, tap dance, clogging, variety, vocal male and female solo,
vocal male and female group, instrumental solo and piano. There is no
entry fee.
Applications may be picked up at WBLN Radio in Murray, at the
Factory Outlet Mall office in Eddyville and at the Welcome Center at
the mall. They may also be requested by calling 502-388-7379.
Nita Ewing
208 Outlet Avenue. Eddyville, KY 42038

Hutchens endorsedfor election

‘fe.

Dear Editor:
For the past 23 years, I have had the unique opportunity and task of
picking winners to build a successful speech and debate team at Calloway County High School. I have been blessed with so many talented
_young_ men and women. One of the best students in my-23 years of
coaching is a candidate for Calloway County attorney.
Randy Hutchens competed on my team from 1973 to 1977 in
debate. He was one of Kcntucky's best high school debaters, always
giving 100 percent. As a senior, Randy was instrumental in ihelping
the Calloway County High School speech team *win its first state
championship in 1977.
From the time I Met Randy as a freshman in high school, it was
obvious that he was destined to be a leader and a fighter for the people. Randy is intelligent. honest and hard working. and cares about the
people of Murray and Calloway County. We need not only a fighter
but a communicator in the courtroom to build a better community for
the future. I am asking the voters of Murray and Calloway County to
make a different. Elect Randy Hutchens our nest county attorney.
Larry A England
9IC lithriny Robertson. Murray

Deadline for election letters May 18
The deadline fur reeeipt of leiter% pertaining to the kilby 31
primary electing). la Toesdas, %toy 111. Ltticr. owe Itu la eau
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IN NEW YORK A KID,POSING AS A MOTORMAN,STOLE A SUBWAY -TRAIN AND DROVE IT ALL'3&R
HELL AND CONE. SIMILARLY,IN WASI4INGibN ••

Closing doors on public business
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Talk is cheap and when it comes
from the Kentucky General
Assembly, it is especially
devalued.
Take the following sequence of
events from the First week qf the
special session and decide
whether to believe the actions of
legislators or their comments.
On Tuesday, the House
adopted a resolution that its
members should follow the
guidelines in the ethics bill
passed in the first special session
of the year. That ethics law, you
may remember, was passed to
shore up public confidence in the
legislature. At least, that was the
intent Orthe legislators, who at
least recognized that public confidence needed shoring up. ,
"Wlien .ivc acceptinddic -mkt,
we in effect become public property," said House Majority Floor
Leader Greg Stumho of
Presumsburg.
It didn't take long for the public property to move inside where
the public can't see it.
Also Tuesday, House Demomet behind closed doors to
talk about health care reform.
Unknown to anyone outside that
room, those Democrats 'took a
sote on what to do this session
and. it was reported later, came
within a whisker of chucking virtually the whole thing and going
home.
Incidentally, the don't keep
roll calls of those Democratic
caucus meetings Noi one is Mery
to fecaa—Viiles. \o one gels 10
hovb *Cif

'.ti' %110

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
one in the public gets to hear the
discussion and debate of these
public issues.
Come Thursday, House Speaker Joe Clarke decreed there
would be a secret meeting of the
entire House. Except it was
called a seminar, or information
session, where staff members
were to explain the gutsof the
health- care reform bill proposed
by Gov. ,Brereton .Jones.
Clarke said he wanted members to he able to ask dumb questions and the information is for
the members, not the press.
Granted, not too many of the
House members were interested
enough to attend. Through the
closed doors, it looked like three

dozen or so were in the room.
Nobody took roll, though. So you
don't know whether your representative knew enough or cared
enough to aittend.
Maybe that's all it was, but
where is the line between an
information session and simply
holding the House sessions in a
locked chamber and then coming
out and telling people what happened. Even if it didn't.
Scattered through the week
were the secret meetings between
Jones and various members of the
Democratic leadership in the
House and Senate and Ordinary
legislators.
Then on Friday. it was
announced that the single most

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express
their opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the
editor. We print letters on a variety of topics. provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and telephone number included in
case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be more than 500 words. Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
, Murray LedLetters should be addressed to: Letter to the
gcr & T1me5, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
•

important event of the session
will take place today. And again,
it will be behind closed doors.
The House Democrats — presumably all 71 of them, but no
one takes roll — will hold
another secret meeting to decide
what to do about health care
reform.
"It might not be resolved on
today, but 1 think it stands a
pretty good chance of being
decided," said House Speaker
Joe Clarke.
The House members were the
most blatant about it during the
opening week of the session, but
Senate Democrats are no different. When and if the debate
moves to their end of the buildink, the important decisions will
once again, be made in secret
meetings.
Will anyone be there to see
how members vote? Will a roll
call be taken? Will the public
even be assured that what is
reported to happen in that caucus
be accurate? No.
There are several effects of
these secret gatherings. One is it
effectively disenfranchises Republicans. The 27 in the House and
the 13 senators simply don't get
to take any meaningful role in
many important decisions The
Democrats like it that way
But beyond that, these pra.
tices make a mockery of the talk
of hush ethical conduct.
Ethics implies accountability.
'The wily business as usual si QOMducted is the legislature proa
assurances ol neither

FARM/AGRICULTURE
Planting winter squash, pumpkins requires planning
My first vegetable gardens
were planted with snowpeas, a
few radishes, tomatoes and peppers. One year I decided to get
adventuroys and plant some
pumpkins. It must have been a
great year for pumpkins as we
had a bumper crop. There were
plenty of pumpkins to use for
Halloween jack °lanterns and to
put in the freezer for later uset.in
Thanksgiving pies. (Pies made
with home-grown pumpkin have
been a tradition at our house ever
since.)
Flush with the .pccess of the
pumpkins, I branched out and
planted several types of winter
squash and discovered a whole
range of flavors.
Ponca butternuts have a sweet
orange flesh while that of Sweet
Dumpling is creamy and white.

The rind of Ebony Acorn is dark
green, almost black, and the flesh
is a rich flavorful yellow. After
being cooked, spaghetti squash
separates in strings, like vermicelli, and can be served with
any sauce you'd use for pasta.
(All winter squash can be cooked
quickly and easily in the microwave. Baking in a regular oven
takes forever and usually doesn't
work. as well. Any good microwave cookbook can give you
directions.)
Before you think about planting winter squash or pumpkins,
remember that squash takes, up
quite a hit of room. Even the socalled "bush" types tend to wander. By the end of the summer we
usually have all types of vines
going every which way all over
the garden. A few venture out

into the lawn and we just mow
around them. The best and biggest fruits seem to end up on the
vines that are the most inconveniently placed.
Winter squash is usually
planted in hills which arc just soil
mounded up higher than the overall level of the garden. The
mounded soil warms up more
quickly and helps ensure that the
seed germinates w.c11..
Plant six or seven seeds per
hill and thin to the strongest two
or three plants once the seeds
have come up. A little aged manure worked into the hill before
planting helps the vines get off to
a good start.
Keep the plants well watered
throughout the growing season. A
straw mulch helps to preserve the
soil moisture. Leave your winter

House plan good news for farmers
26-17 vote Thursday, would
reduce direct agriculture spending
by S3.I6 billion in the .1994
through 1998 fiscal years.
In doing so, the committee
avoided_ some cuts that .have a
direct impact on farm income: h
rejected an administration proposal to limit farm payments to
owners making less than
S100,000 a year in off-farm
income.
The plan also cuts the number
of acres eligible for deficiency
payments from 85 percent to 80
percent, rather than the 75 percent suggested by Clinton. And it
keeps intact programs under
which cotton, rice: wheat and
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
feed pain growers receive up to
value of an acre of U.S. farmland - 92 percent of their deficiency
rose a little more than 2 percent payments for unplanted acres.
in 1992, averaging $700, the
It cuts the les el of support for
Agriculture Department's. Eco- honey producers rather- than elinomic Research Service reports. minating the program.. And it
"In 1992, several develop- reduces the subsidies under the
ments supported higher U.S. wool and mohair program more
farmland values," said a sum- gradually than originally
mary on the report on Agricultur- proposed._
-al- Resources:. Agricultural'Laid
Clinton -and Other critics had
Values.
cited the honey program as an
"Following a downturn in
1291, farm incomes rose, particularly net farm income," it said:
-E-ven though nominal interest
rates continued lower in 1992,
inflation-adjusted rates declined
only slightly, because inflation ...
An early summer pleasure for
dropped from 4.1 percent in 1991
most Kentuckians is the local
to 2.6 percent in 1992."
strawberry harvest. And this
"While financial conditions
year's crop promise's to bring lots
pointed to a slight increase in
of pleasure to Kentuckians.
U.S. farm debt and in debt-to"This year's commercial crop
asset ratios in 1992, ratios were
will be abundant," said Jerry
well below the highs of the
Brown, an Extension horticulturmid-1980s. On the other hand,
ist with the University of Kenslow economic recovery in 1992
tucky College of Agriculture.
may have dampened the demand
"Cool weather earlier has meant
for farmland for nonagricultural
that the fields were slow to
uses, particularly near many
bloom, so expect a bit later-thanurban centers," it added.
usual harvest."
The $700-per-acre figure was
Some backyard plantings may
17 percent above the 1980s low
have a light crop this year, dire to
of S599, set in 1987, but 15 permites that infested and killed
cent below-the record high of some Kentucky honeybees neces$823 in 1982.
sary for pollinating the crop, he
Increases in value have leveled
said.
off in the 1990s, averaging 1 per"Most commercial producers
cent to 2 percent annually, the
rented bees earlier in the season
summary said. However, more
to makesure their blooms were
variation appears in regional and
pollinated," he said. state value changes.
Harvest in this part of the state
Per-acre values averaged highis expected later this week, while
er in all regions except.the Pacific in 1992, it said.
Gains of 4 istr_cent, the
strongest regional showing,
occurred in the Lake states,
Appalachia and Delta states
regions.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The'
House Agriculture Committee
approved a spending-reduction
package that cuts some farm
programs less than the administration had proposed.
The plan also preserves honey
subsidies, which President Clinton had said during his campaign
he wanted to eliminate.
The measure, adopted on a

Farmland
value
rises

example of a wasteful expense.
More than half. the subsidies go
to fewer than 10 percent of the
nation's beekeepers.
The beekeepers argue their
bees keep crops pollinated and
the subsidies arc needed to protect against much cheaper honey imports from China.
Dairy farmers would get less
for their surplus butter hut more
for their dry milk, and they
would pay a lower assessment for
their part in the dairy program.
Marketing assessments would he
raised 10 percent on tobacco and
sugar, and 2 percent on peanuts.
Recreation fees for Forest Srvice land would also be
increased.
The cuts approved by the committee exceed the goal of S2.95
million set in the budget outline
approved by Congress.
The extra $213 million in savings would he spent on crop
insurance and, if extra funds are
available, to eliminate the soybean loan origination fee in
exchange for a lower loan rate_

Strawberry harvest
to please Kentuckians

squash and pumpkins on me vine
until the first light frosts in the
fall.
Squash plaiits 'do have one
major pest -- - squash bugs. Adult
squash bugs are broad-hacked
grayish brown creatures that area
half to three-quarters of an inch
in. length.
Immature squash bugs arc
white and cluster together on the
undersides of leaves. The small
reddish-brown eggs are also
found in clusters on the leaves.
Squash bugs suck the plant juices
from the stem and also .inject a
substance which causes the plants
to wilt.
The hest approach to geting rid
of squash bugs is the search-and .destroy ineth.id.'Squish the adults
and the iusenliCS and re 11ION e the

Nutrition issues
need attention
WASHINGTON 1AP) - A
coalition of consumer. health.
nutrition and agriculture groups
has formed a grassroots organization to. urge Congress and the
Clinton admint-stration- to give
food and -nutrition issues a greater pflOr ty
•'"American consumers desperate'y Want theLr 01CC'N heard in
Wasbington.- Rodney Leonard,
executive director of the Community Nutrition Institute, said
about the New Council on Food
SAets
Le-onard said the council will
push for:
A nev, nationa I policy on
loud safety to protect health and
public safety- by reducing risk.
New con_gressional committees on food policy:A new federal agency to
manage food policy.
The council has_called for bans
on the use of irradiation and toxic
chemicals for treating unfit meat
and poultry.

squash hug guillotine.
I haven't even planted iii
pumpkins and winter squash ).et.
and I can hardly wait for the
autumn when I can start harve,ting them and enjoying their
sweet, nutty ta.te.

1.1_71URqAU. 208 E. Main
SUPPLY COMPANY 753-3361
Inc.

May 17-29
Charbroil
Gas Grill
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$13931
.26,000 BTU
'Dual Burner
.Side Shelves
.5,000 Series
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SALADS - MEATS - VEGGIES - DESSERTS
--- Served Monday thru Thursday-at-5 pin

men *tag

Open Mon.thru Sat. at 4 p.m. Closed Sundays
Hwy. 641 North • 753-4141

Ii,

III
For The People
r

J.D.
Williams
County Judge-Executive

As Judge-Executive I will work to clean up the many
illegal garbage dumps that exist in this county.

This is one of the many
illegal garbage dumps located in Calloway County.

1

Mc Callons
join BBU
Clifton and Anita Mc Callon,
Murray, have been accepted as
active members of Beefmaster
Breeders Universal (BBU).
The Beefmaster breed of cattle,
which was founded in South Texas in the early 1930s, was developed on selection for traits of
economic importance which have
become known as "The Six
Essentials."
These traits are Fertility, Milking Ability, Growth, Conformation, Hardiness and Disposition.
Beefmasters were recognized
as a -pure breed by the USDA in
1954. BBU. headquartered in San
Antonio, is the national breed
registry for BBU Becfmaster
cattle and was chartered in 1%1
Since that time, it has grown in
rank as thc largest of the Amen
Lan Breed registry association.
With membership in BBU, th,
Mc Callon's join more than 5,10(
cattlemen in 38 states and seven
foreign countries who hold membership in this progressive
association

in 'eastern Kentuckians should
anticipate harvest next week.
"It's difficult to predict the
exact time when any given field
. will be ready to harvest, but generally it is about one month after
bloom," he said.
Brown said that consumers can
usually find a strawberry producer in close proximity and can
either buy the berries just picked
or pick berries themselves.
"If you pick your own berries,
remember not to pick green ones.
since strawberries do not ripen
after they have been picked," he
said.
P
ut the berries in the refrigerator as soon as you can to help
keep them fresh. When you are
ready to eat them, rinse them
with clear, cool water and then
take the caps off.
"Capping berries before washing them results in a slight flavor
loss," he said.

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lander

leaves that have eggs on them.
These pests arc remarkably resistant to all sorts of chemicals and
nothing short of hand picking
will decrease their population to
a manageable level. I keep two
bricks in the garden to use as a

This is one of the large
dumpster sites that Marshall County uses to help
avoid illegal dumping in
streams, fields, and ditches.

The officers and directors of
Republic Savings Bank
.are pleasedto announCe

Mr. Barry Thaxton
has been named chief operating o7ficer
.in Murray, Kentucky

I will immediately initiate this same type ofprogram
that has been so successful in Marshall County. This
will allow us to create several dumping sites in areas
throughout the county which will completely eliminate the need for illegal dumping.

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
Member FDIC

On Tuesday, May 25, vote for a BETTER
Calloway County. Vote J.D. Williams
for County Judge-Executive.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The City of Hazel will have its trash pickup on Thursday, May
20, starting at 8 a.m. Pickup will be one time only on each street.
Residents should place their trash near the streets. Brush is not to
exceed 8 feel long and six inches in diameter, and no garbage or tires
will be taken, according to a spokesperson at the Hazel City Hall.

Quilt Lovers plan meeting

Murray Quilt Lovers will meet :Tuesday, May 18. at 6 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. 'Machine Quilting' will be the lesson to be presented
by Cheryl Slaughter. Any one interested in quilting or quilts is Welcome to
attend. For more informatipn call Lois Ruiz, 436-2453.

PROJECT GRADUATION — Wayne Williams, left, presented a
contribution on behalf of the Murray-Calloway County Dry
League to Karen Helm of Calloway. County. High School for the
Project Graduation Program.

Singles will 'meet Tuesday

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. May 18, at 7

p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. "Where

Oaks' ladies plan bridge
golf, luncheon this week
.Ladies' day events. at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
May 19.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
-a.m. with Maxa Read as hostess.
•

a

A _golf t:ramble will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Linda Roach
and Debbie Rooker as hostesses.
Players will be paired at the tee..
A luncheon -will be served at
noon with Anita Gallimore, Sharon Kelso and Becky Jones as
chairmen for the hostesses. .
Also serving as hostesses will
he Debbie 'McNutt, Lola James,
Carol Lane. Laura Parker, Agnes
Payne, Sue Stone, Bobbie Burks.
Grace James, Mabel Rogers., Kay
Gupton, Toni Bohannon, Edith
Story. Betty Hassel, Della Miller,
Sue Lamb, Mary Lawson, Isabel
Parks, Murrelle Walker, Patsy.
Neale, Bronda Parker, Blanch
Allbritten, Lynn Griffiths. La
Don. Haley, Sadie Ragsdale, Betty JaL.ktin and Lisa Brannon.

Sheri Burgg
i •

Brent Mruz
have made their bridal
selections from our
Wedding Registry.
Their wedding is
June 20, 1993

The
Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

753-5679

Mechelle Elkins
bride-elect of
Roger Garland
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

and How To Meet Singles" will be the topic for discussion with Pamela
Dawes as leader. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224.

East Elementary Council Tuesday
East Calloway Elementary School Site-based Council will meet Tuesday.
May 18, at 2:30 p.m. at the school. Items on the agenda include a report
from the staffing' design team. James Feltner, principal,• urges att-members
and the public to attend.

Letitia Gwen Gossett and
Russell Scott Baldwin to marry

Gossett-Baldwin vows
will be said on May 30

753-1851

United We Stand meeting Tuesday
Prof. Ken Wolf, professor of history at Murray State University, will present a program on "Shot.4d the United States Send Troops to Bosnia?" on
Tuesday. May 18, at noon. This will be at a meeting of Murray-Calloway
County, Kentucky Chapter of United We Stand. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Special workshop planned,

$35T:It

Ttri

Acrylic Nails • Sculptured.! waxing • Facials,
Call For An Appointment
1104 Story • Murray • 753-7455

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON

DONATION MADE — The Women of First Presbyterian Church
Women recently presented a $500 donation to the Family Resource Center Angel Fund. Pictured, from left, are. front row, Hilary
Belcher, Frances Matarazzo, Jean Moore, back row, Jean Geurin,
Anna Miller, Beth Belote, Donna Herndon, Center director, Sue
Conover and Margaret Terhune. In addition. several of the Presbyterian Women made personal contributions to the Center.

Murray Country Club
ladies schedule golf play
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday,- May 19, at 9:30 a.nr.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at. the tee. Hostesses will be Patti Claypool,
753-8581, and Rowena Cullom,
753-8036. If a person is unable to
play, please call one of the
hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Nancy Haverstock, Edith
Garrison, Rowena Cullom and Patti
Claypool: •
Tee 2 - lnus On, Betty Stewart,
Tonja Fike and Cathryn Garrott;
Tee 3- Mary Bogard. Betty Lowry.
Toni .,Hopsdri and Frances Hulse.

BE BOLD,
•

•
-

Due to inclement weather, golf
play was cancelled on Wednesday, May 12

au4ittotto
for the

1st Annual Shakespeare
In the Park Festival

For the salon nearest you.
call 1-800-542-5565.
•s.vingpmir regular Er-4es ("mak wollt# paw

May 17-18 from 7-10 p.m.
at the Playhouse In the Park

lees+ Gabon Ocs. dotal.
•
•

Tee 4 - Evelyn Jones, Venela Sexton. Shirley Jenstrom and Margare
Shuffett,
Tee 5 - Billie Wilson, Freda Steely.
Peggy Shoemaker and Billie Cohoon.
Tee 6 - Frances Richey. Louise
Lamb, Betty Scott and Martha Sue
•
Ryan:
Tee 7 - Anna Mary Adams, Norma
Frank. Rainey Apperson and Nancy
Fandrich,
Tee 8 Lois Keller. Nancy Trawick
and Geri Andersen;
Tee 9 - Rebecca Landolt. LaVerne
Ryan and Marion Pool.
Tee 10 - Beth Belote, Rebecca Irvan
and Ann Brown.

A workshop for teachers and parents in the Purchase region interested in
leading Junior Great Books reading and discussion groups in the school or
other organized settings will be on Thursday and Friday, May 27 and 28, +
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Murray High School Library. The Junior Great
Books program is designed to teach students how to interpret what they
read. For more information or ot register, call Dr. Bob Lewis at 753-4363.

Graves County Class plans reunion

Graves County High Sc-hool Class of 1988 is planning an informal picnictype reunion beginning at 11 a.m. on Saturday, July 31, at the Stables Pavillion at Kenlake State Park. A fee of $4 per adult attending should be mailed
along your name and number in your party to Reunion, P.O. Box 50, Hazel,
Ky. 42049 by July 10. Only drinks will be provided. Children are welcome
and no formal invitations are being sent. For more information call Lisa Farris at 492-8865 or Michele Turner at 1-247-3291.

Civitan Club meeting on Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, May 20, at noon at Homeplace
Restaurant. At this meeting, members will be saying goodbye to two Civitans, Relmon and'Adeiine Wilson, who are moving to Marting, Tenn. Members and interested persons are urged to note the change in time for
meetings.

Hospice volunteer sessions planned
Hospice volunteer training sessions will be on Tuesdays. May 18 and 25,'
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Persons interested in being' Hospice volunteers can benefit from
the sessions which are designed to train nurses and local citizens to help
meet the physical, social, psychological and spiritual needs of the terminally
ill and their families. Topics will include pain management, spiritual needs,
communication skills, Hospice concepts and philosophy. AIDS, legal issues
and grief and bereavement. The sessions have been approved for 15 contact hours as part of continuing education for nurses. Preregister for the
classes by calling Nancy Rose, Ext. 389, or Lynn Fromm R.N., Ext. 248, at
the hospital, 762-1100.

Hazel Alumni banquet on June 19
Hazel Alumni Association will have its banquet „pli Saturday, June 19, in
Cafeteria of Calloway County High School. A social 'Wr will start at 6 p.m.
and dinner will be served at 7 p.m. Officers are James A. Herndon, class of
1944, president; Dan Taylor, class of 1950, vice president: Jo Farley. class
of 1952, secretary; Betty Lou Hilt; • class of 1948, treasurer:- •---

•,6

Brighten your future. Make a
bold move with professional hair
461.1111 coloring from JCPenney. For a
*Mod time, our 20% or sale
makes it easier than ever.

•

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday. May 18, from noon to
2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church. This is a free senrice of the •
church.

"It's- Time for Goin Buggy!" will be the theme of the half-hour musical
revue to be presented by the first and second grade children of Robertson
School on Thursday, May 20, at 9-am. at the school. Joan Bowker, director
of choral music at the school, invites all interested persons to attend this
special event.

Now Offers

/ milt(

Free tests will be given Tuesday

Proram planned at Robertson

Golden Image & Hair World
Acrylic Nails

The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will present a special
concert by its Chorus on Tuesday. May 18. at 7 p.m: at the school. Margie
Shown is director of the Chours with Janet Finch as accompanist. Hostesses will be Anisa Mahfoud, Jan Wilson, Barbara Lax, Pat Sanders, Mary
Shipley. Margie -Shown, Barbara Simons and Beth Stribling. This is an open
meeting and all interested persons are invited to attend, according to Laura
Miller,- department chairman.

Miss Letitia Gwen Gossett of 404 Main St., Murray, and Russell
Scott Baldwin of Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn., announce their approaching
•Women's Tennis planned at Murray Club
marriage.
Women's Tennis Play has started at Murray Country Club. Pray is scheThe bride-elect is the daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. Al Gossett of
duled for each Monday and Thursday at 9 a.rn. and for each Wednesday at
6 p.m. Any members interested in playing should come to the court at the
Memphis, Tenn. .
appropriate time to be paired. -She is the granddaughwr of Mr. and Mrs. Al Gossett of Memphis,
Tenn., and Marcus Taylor and the late Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor of AtoBethel Fellowship plans revival
ka, Tenn.
Bethel Fellowship Church will have revival services starting Wednesday,
The groom-elect is the son ol Mr. and Mrs. Miles Baldwin ot Rt. 3.
May 19, and continuing through Saturday. May 22. The Rev. Ralph Hale will
Paris, Tenn.
be the evangelist for services at 7 p.m. • nightly. The Rev. Shelby Underhill,
pastor, invites the public to attend.
Miss Gossett attended Henry County High School, Paris, Tenn., and
graduated in 1989 from Bob Jones Academy. She is now a senior
accounting major at Murray State University and employed at The .Elm Grove Watch meeting Tuesda_y
Elm Grove Neighborhood Watch meeting will be Tuesday. May 18, at 7
Bookmark, Murray.
p,ni. at Elm Grove Baptist Qhurch,. Jail officials will be on hand to answer
—Mr. Baldwin- graduated-14r -1983 - from-Holmes-County -High'SChool.-- - any questions residents may have. according to Roger -Dawson, Werth
He is a senior philosophy major at • Murray State University and
spokesman.
employed at UPS, Paris, Tenn.
MHS Sports • Banquet tonight
The wedding will be Sunday, May 30, at 4 p.m. at Fairview Baptist
Murray High School's Spring Sports Banquet will be tonight (Monday) at 7
Church, Paris, Tenn. A - reception will follow the ceremony.
p.m. at the high school: This is for all students and parents who have played
_ All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
baseball, softball, track, powerlifting and tennis.
reception.

Pill 111111011N

120513 Chestnut

Music Department event Tuesday,

•
30-50 Men, Women and Children
Needed for liamlet and a troop of
Renaissance Players

JCPenrsey Styling Salon
Aso.
No Appointment
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 104;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5

Everyone is welcome regardless of expertence
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Phyllis CatheyMcKenna
recent bride of
David McKenna
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Pie11,.51 iniptois
I.,
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Oak chests*, • 151

(Under New Mgt)

Accepting Applications
for Summer & Fall
Enrollment
Call Today for more
Information

759-2595
(Formerty Ky Fried Chicken Bldg)
1113 Sycamore • MurfaY• KY
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Births and dismissals are
released by local hospital

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
May - 12. have been feleased as
toIIo
Newborn admissions
Mays baby boy. parents. Wendy
and Russell. 521 South Third St..
Mayfield.
Huetteman baby boy. parents Julie
and Carl. Rt. 4, Box 46. Murray
Dismissals
Mrs. Anita Glisson. 501 North 17th
St. Murray. Durward Bennett, Rt 2.
Box 97, Murray;
• Mrs Loin i Ann Crutcher and baby
boy, Rt. 9, Box 53. Benton: Mrs. Amy
Hobbs. P 0. Box 4, Sedalia, .
Max T. Canady, Rt. 5, Box 747.

CALENDAR
Monday. May 17
Murray Lodge No. IOS Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall
Single Tout'? p.m /Louie's Steak House
Info/Celia. 753-6078. or 4‘)rinomr
753-7845.
Ladles Barbershop Chisrusf7 p in/First
Chnstian Church
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer I-ire
Departmcnt/6:30 p.m./Water Valley Corn
e.r
eyn_tc
eaalloway
:
s a Crd
ipiy
Childbirth Class/7
County Hospital
p.m-Al
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m/American Legion Build
ing. South Sixth and Maple Streets.

Murray, Michelle McAvoy,• Rt. 1, Box
210. Btichanan. Tenn. I:tic-Fa-id Stinson, Rt. 3, Box 208, Murray.
Johnny Brandon. 506 North Cherry.
Murray, William Buchanan, Rt 1. Box
568, Dexter. Mrs_ Ruby Kirk, Rt 8.
Box 4, Murray.
Mrs. Odessa Brown. Box 589. Hardin; Mrs. Imogene R Brannon.' 1502
London Dr , Murray. Jimm),.Pritchett,
Rt. 1. Box 97, Dexter.
Kenneth B. Newsome, Rt 1, Box
219B. Murray, Mrs Gloria Smith. HCR
75. Box 220, New Concord. John Walters, Rt. 1, Box 142. Buchanan, Tenn

itt

Murray Chapter ot \aiiriaI
M1 p.m./Take Ste
ic
Seacretaries/5
c

Dana Lois Wright and
Jeffrey Michael Wyatt to marry

Wright and Wyatt vows
will be said on June 4
Mr. and Mrs. Danny A. Wright ot .11ickors announce the
engagement and approaching marriage ol their daughter. Dana Lois
Wright, to Jeffrey Michael Wyatt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Wyatt itI
Hardin.
Miss Wright is the granddaughter oi Mrs. Pauline Wright and the
late Newt Wright, of Mrs. Lerlene Jones. and the late Vodrie and Lois
Jones, all of Mayfield.
Mr. Wyatt is the grandson of Mr. and MeN. Dorris ifutdicoN ot
Hardin and Mr. and Mrs. Dan Wyatt ot Alm°. Ile is the greatgrandson ot Mrs. Genetta Harrison ot Hardin, and Mrs. Johnnie Wyatt
and Mrs. Shirley Hurt, both ()I Murray.
The bride-elect is a .1991 graduate of Graves Counts. high School
and is employed by Graves County Bank.
The groom -elect is a 1989 graduate of Marshall County hi gh
School. He attends Paducah Community College anti is employed bs
the Bank of Renton.
The wedding will take place on Friday. June-4. at 7 rin. at Pottsvil
le Church ()I ('hrist, flickor).
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

First United Methodist Church
include Reach-Out Callers I11/4 p in.
Finance Committec/6 pm ; Friendship..
Hannah/7 p.m. ssith I. Karns. Youth Di,
ciple Bible Study/S p.m
First Presbyterian Church events include
Bible "Tror Class/7701 pm
First Christian Church esents in.lude
Hoy Scout "Froop 77 at 6 30 pin
Christian Singles (lroup/7 p itt AilcridaltRoad Church ol Christ Inio/Joari.
759 1345, or Richard. 75s) 9994

Three local members are
in attendance at meeting
The attnual state meeting of the
Kentucky Federation, National
Association of Retired Federal
Employees was held May 11 and
12 at Executive Inn West, Louisville, with more than 200 Kentucky federal retirees and guests
present.
Federation President Joseph
Womble, Paducah, was completing the second year of his twoyear term, and will be followed
in office by Robert Veazey - of
Lexington, who was presidentelect for the past year.
In addition to state and district
officers attending the convention,
NARFE Field Vice President Jim
Mong, Tennessee, participated in
the convention activities and
installed new officers.
NARFE District 3, which
inclues Chapters from Louisville,
Middletown, Buechel, Derby,
Shelbyville, Valley Station,
Meade County, Iroquois, and
Okolona, was host to the convention and coordinfred by Vicc

President Floyd Shoemaker, Valley Station.
Attending from Local Chapter
#0853, Kentucky Lake, were
Frances Churchill, president:
M.C. (Jack) Owens, public relations officer; and Beulahy M.
(Dick) Owens.
NARFE membership is open to
federal civilian employees,
including those currently employed who meet the years of service
requirements. Local- meetings- are
each fourth Friday at 11:30 a.m.
at Sirloin Stockade, Murray.
For more information call
753-1384.

Calloway County residents are
being asked to participate in a
national survey of backyard birds
conducted .by the Home Habitat
Society.
Those who participate in the
Annual Bird .List will be asked to
complete a questionnaire concerning the habitat surrounding
their home. They will also be
provided with a checklist of
birds, on 'which they will record
which species visit their yard in
each season and the relative frequency of sightings.
.Richard Van Vleck, thef s-ocie7
ty's director, says anyone can
participate in the survey. All that
is required is access to. a field
guide to bird identification,
which can he found in all libraries and hook stores, and an interest in birds.
The number of different species of birds using your yard is a
useful indicator of the quality ol
habitat you are providing, according to 'Van Vleck. Keeping a
record of the birds visiting your
yard over several years may offer
evidence of the value of improvements to the habitat that you have
made, such as planting for wild-life or providing - a source orwater or erecting nest boxes. In
contrast, a shrinking bird list Mas.
demonstrate the effect of extensive development.

THE

SNAptitt

SPECIAL NEEDS
r
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
Rana/ CAR141-1 FOR MIRAN RESOURCES

S
.

Retirees ofTl.
oIdaalY,
ue
106
Ia nd1.180
X
‘
totals
of LAW-Al-IA.10 and their spouses
scheduled to meet
ur
Planning Cummusil.in/prn 'Murray City 11411
Dokter Center/open at 4.1(1 ant tot
senior ciniens' activities
Mud Center open 10 a in 2 pun tor
senior clil/C11S• ac.111.111C,
Weaks Communii
OptIll 4 a ill 4
p or tor senior cillicris' actisities.
Ilingit/7 p.m /Knights ot Colombo.
building
Coffee lireak/9 AO a iii Alartin'• Chapel
1 rolcd Melhodist Ornriti
Parents---Anotiy-mous , b p III

,

p m !Awl-IL:in Legion

Hall. Smith

Amii Young
bride-elect of
Aaron Christ
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

,
A

Pier 1

Vi

Ryan Alexander
Hobbs born here

I

)1.0.1.

.

The
Side Door

Card & Gift Shop
1106 Main St.• Benton,KY 42025
Hours: 9 a.m - 6 p.m.
Open late by Appointment

r
'r•t

Amberly Moss
bride-elect of
Phillip Billington
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

On The Court Square!
527-1184
•Congratukitaonsi
Kennita Oldham & John Kind
May 15, 1993
Amy Moore & Travis Hicks
May 16, 1993
Criss), Ebersohl & Jason Wright
June 6, 1993
Stacy Wilett & Terry Weaver
June 19, 1993

11111111

Erika Weber & Quinten Dodd
June 26, 1993

iniports

,

i
120511 ('hestnut • 75:l

Bridal & Gift Shop
Nicaguarters

NATURAL JOINT PAIN
FORMULATION
Use the JOINT EASE F:AINTm
Food Supplement.
It works! All natural ingredients.

The Medicine Shoppe
12th & Olive - Murray • 759-9245

PIXY IS COMING TO JCPENNEY
WITH GREAT PORTRAIT VALUES
AND CHOICE!

I Love It! It Works...

Some studios
require that you
choose the
portrait you
want for your
special before
it's even taken!
At Pixv you
choose after
you've seen all
of your options.
Thafg
REAL choice
From Pixy!

n.tiffrirrtia:rFil[frin
tin
AintunrinntErni
r......... ......_ ........... ..,
147pliprip,-,„,,Fa
i1)11# - t;et this 4- Portrait Spetial - one 1
miAmm
8x10. two ix-% and eight wallets I
from one Extsc of mur choke in I
the finished portrait envelope, 1

Delicious Food & Personal Counselor

Just

Now Only $4900

Mr. and Mrs. Rickic Lynn
Hobbs of P.O. Box 4, Sedalia, are
the parents of a son, Ryan Alexander Hobbs, botn on Monday,
May 10, at 3:03 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby ivcighed six pounds
12 ounces and measured 20'/.
inches. The mother is the former
Amy Elizabeth Evitts.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Washburn and the late
Richard Waync Hobbs, Sedalia,
Joe and Carol Evitts of Riverdale.
Ga.. and Martha Evitts. P.O. Box
21 Farmington.

. 6

Sixth

MM.almil

OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

itik 1:

120511 Chestnut'7511851

411,1 Maple Streets

Homeowners from' both rural
and residential areas. are needed
to participate in this survey.
.Property. size can vary f
- rom the
smallest yard tit an entire larm.
Participants will be sent the 1993
forms to he returned at the end of
the year. They will then'receive a
summary of the 1993 survey.
Recognition of those who have
the greatest number of species for
various site yards in each state
will be included in the summary.
7111c survey results will also be
included in the Society's quarterIs Journal, How Ground.
To take part in the Annual Bird
List. send a S3 registration fee to
the Home Habitat Society, P.O.
Box 411. Taneytown, MD 21.787.

DAILY SHIPPING rTir3
4.ire
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

TREASURE HOUSE

P

,OT

111
Mur ay%
Optimist
11fi-51(m)82
p millomcplace 1,G:slam:on
Christian Women's Club oi \burrs/
tiominloliday hut
Alcoholics Anonymous/0[mi nweling,i/4

Home Habitat Society is
in need of participants

CONTEST WINNERS - The Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club held its annual Middle School/High School music
contest at the April meeting. Sharing first place wree pianist
Melody Parker, right, and soprano Erica Rowlett, second right.
The two pianists sharing second place .honors were Kristin Farmer, left, and Sarah Kneebone. The department will have an open
meeting on Tuesday, May 18, at 7:30 p.m. This will feature the
Music Department Chours under the direction of Marge Shown.

Tuesday, Ma) IS
Health Express of Murray-Callossay
County Hospital/Dexter Center/9- Ii 30
m and liarrington•s One Stop at
Aurora 1 2 30 p.m.
First t filed Methodist Church events
Ilk!udc Mother's Morning Out/9 a.m. and
..‘didt Disciple/6 pm
‘Ational Scouting Museum/open
m 4 1(1 p.m
land Betsseen the I.akes events include
Pl,iliciariuni Show /11 a m and 2
p m !Visitor Center. Iron Industry/I0 30
and I
J fIll
p in Momeplacc.

Park,

1 Ullt
C 1,
4 11

Murray
a
p
1 3'6
)
•
(
(
8
3
nrd
R
'

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for ThUisday.
May 13, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Davis baby girl. mother, Deborah.
Rt 8, Box 208, Benton.
Thompson baby girl. parents. Pamela and Timmy. Rt 8. Box 297. Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs " Rosie Miller, Rt 1. Box 471,
Dexter: Hiram B Smith, Rt. 1, Box 61.
Kirksey, Mrs Josephine Marie Tharpe,
Rt 1, Box 130A: Hazel,
Miss Linda J Moore, 1003 South
16th St 7Murray. Mrs Deborah Lassiter. 1511 Kirkwood. Murray. Mrs Marrell Morris. 901 Johnny Robertson Rd
'Murray.
Kenneth Lundrigan. 100 Fox Meadows. Murray. William H Dabbs, HCR
75? Box 208, New Concord. Mrs
Mary P Hill. 206 Sparks St Apt 2
Edmonton.
Mrs Hew M Moore. P 0 Box
227-A. Murray. Ms Mary Louise Apuzzo. N-2 South Side Manor. Murray.
Mrs Birdie Lee Doran. Rt I. Box 421.
Mayfield.
.Mrs-Avis Odessa Brown, Rt 1, Box
589. Hardin. Mrs Beulah Calhoon, Ri
5. Box 394. Murray. Thomas C Nesbitt, Rt 4. Box 261. Murray
-
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
May 11, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Tubbs baby girl. parents, Lon and
Jon. Rt. 1. Box 174-A Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs Fausteen Elkins, 15134 Sycamore St., Murray. Mrs. Juanita Sledd,
Rt 2. Symsonia Rd Benton; Ms. Minnie Sue Marsh, Rt. 2, Box 510.
Gilbertsville.
Mrs Ellen Garrison, Rt. 1, Box
646-A, Hardin; Lonzo T. Calhoun, Rt.
- 5. Box 422; Mutray, Aks: Mary E:
Rt.1 , Box 315. Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Edith York. 713 South Fourth
Si, Murriy: Richard James Scott.
1546 Oxford. Murray.,Mrs. Mary Lou
Rhodes. 509 South Eighth St., Murray.
James Blaylock. Rt 2. Box 95. Gilbertsville. Cecil S Henson, Rt 8, Murray, Mrs Kandy Waters, 316 South
13th St , Murray.
Miss Lori A Wells and baby boy, 18
Shady Oaks, Murray. Mrs. Beth M.
Diefenbach and baby boy. 709 Olive.
Apt A. Murray.
Mrs Cindy Jo Henderson and baby
boy. Rt. 1. Box 351-B, Sedalia

..1,;
7
:#
•

95

plat .31) Mini-prints
.111Int ii4.95. •

_^

WELLNESS& WEIGHT MANAGEtvtiNT

Thursday & Friday•May 20 Si 21
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Unlikely trio leads Knicks to win
By TOM FOREMAN Jr.
AP Sports Writsr

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Between them, they had hardly
made a sound for the New York Knicks in the playoffs.
Charles Smith, Herb Williams and Rolando Blackman
were heard loud and clear Sunday in a 94-92 victory over
the Charlotte Hornets:that gave the Knicks_ a j. lead in
their best-of-7 Eastern Conference series.
Smith, a 28 percent shooter in the second round, scored
just 13 points in the first three games against the Hornets.
In Game 4, he had 19 points on 6-for-10 shooting.
"My teammates have had a lot of faith in me the whole
time," Smith said. "They kept saying to me, 'Keep shooting. It'll come. It'll happen.' Although it looked real bad
for mc for a spell there, they were always behind me."
Williams, a reserve center who didn't play at all in the
opening three games, hit each of his four attempts and

added 10 points. He played 13 minutes after having
appeared for 16 minutes in two games in the first-round
series against the Indiana Pacers.
Williams got his time after Patrick Ewing picked up two
personal fouls and a technical foul in the first quarter.
"We have players that can get it done," Williams said.
"We can either sustain the lead or up the ,lead until he
comes back. That's a plus for' us.".
When Ewing left, Charlotte had a 13-12' lead. When he
returned at. the 10-minute mark of the second quarter, the
Knicks led 40-38 and went on to a 58-51 halftime lead.
The Hornets trailed by as many as 15 points in the third
period, but their defense would help them tie the score at
92 on Larry Johnson's jumper with 28 .seconds remaining.
The obvious choice to save the Knicks from at least
another overtime was Ewing. Instead. Blackman was the
hero.
Shooting 31 percent in the playoffs prior to Sunday. he

sank a 20-footer from the top of the key with 5A seconds
left, sending the series back to New._ York, where the
Knicks took the opening two games.
- Charlotte's counter move came after a timeout. Kendall
Gill passed inbounds to Muggsy Bogues, who saw an
opening in the lane. He never got to use that edge, losing
the ball to Ewing, who scooped it up and preserved the
victory.
"1 lost the basketball," said Bogues, who was the hero
for Charlotte in Gine 3. "When I. saw the opening and
tried to accelerate, the ball came off my leg."
Ewing finished with 28 points and 10 rebounds to lead
New York. Johnson got 24 points and Gill 21 for
Charlotte.
Knicks guard Doc Rivers said the Hornets have been a
pest through four games and will be more of a bother
Tuesday night in Madison Square Garden.

Rocket 'D'
evens series
with Sonics

Spurs send West series
back to sunny Phoenix
By KELLEY SHANNON
AP Sports Writs,

SAN ANTONIO — The Phoenix Suns arc heading home to
rediscover how they got off to a
2-0 start in their playoff series
with the San Antonio Spurs.
"We look to play very good
Phoenix Suns basketball. That's
something we haven't done the
last few games," said guard
Kevin Johnson, who scored 26
points Sunday in the Suns'
117-163 loss that evened the
best-of-7 series 2-2.
"I'm disappointed we didn't
find a way to win this ball
game," Johnson said. "We have
to go home and establish the
tempo."
David Robinson had a playoff
career-high 36 points and 16
rebounds and led the way when
the Spurs-dominated The-secondhalf, 65-47. That followed- a
below-average performance by
Robinson in Saturday's Game 3,
which the Spurs also won.
_ "The_Spurs did what they-had
to do. Now we have to do the
same in Phoenix," Suns coach
Paul Westphal said. "Things
must get better."
The Western Conference semifinal Tuesday in Phoenix: where
the Suns won the first two games.
On Sunday, the Spurs pulled
away from the Suns early in the
fourth quarter with a 15-6 rally
sparked by 3-pointers from Lloyd
Daniels and Willie Anderson.

That run gave San Antonio a
100-86 lead four minutes into the
final period.
San Antonio held the Suns'
Charles Barkley to five points in
the second half. He finished the
game with 18 points on 7-of-20
shooting and 12 rebounds.
Barkley, usually guarded by
Larry Smith and J.R. Reid after
Antoine Can left with an ankle
sprain, said he was particularly
upset over the third quarter.
"I only got one shot, and I
don't think Larry Smith can
guard me," Barkley said. "The
Spurs just played well and did
what they had to do. Hopefully
we'll play better in Phoenix."
Known to teammates as "Mr.
Mean,- Smith brushed off any
comparison of his talent versus
Barkley's.
"I don't worry about those
just come -out- and -de thejob I'm supposed to do," Smith
said. "I played him like anyone
else. You just have to deny him."
Barkley said the pressure is on
the Spurs to-- win because Phoenix still has the homccourt advantage
in the series. But he said the
Suns, who were outrcbotrnded
52-36 Sunday, have to improve in
that department.
"We have struggled all year
rebounding," he said. "We've
got to get everybody on the
hoards when we're playing such
an active team."

• TURN TO PAGE 9

By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writs,

HOUSTON — The Houston
Rockets never let themselves
forget about defense Sunday
night, no matter how many times
the Seattle SuperSonics tried to
rally after another terrible start.
Hakeem Olajuwon had 24
points and 12 rebounds and
keyed Houston's defense with
eight blocks, leading the Rockets
to a 103-92 victory that evened
their Western Conference semifinal series at 2-2.
"Defense can be a constant,
even if you're not shooting
well," guard Kenny Smith said.
"We set the tone early defensively and we put the" pressure on
them. That was the difference."
The Rockets got outside scoring help from Vernon Maxwell
with 18 points, while Otis Thorpe
had 16 points,and eight rebounds.
"I hate to give up any easy
baskets," Olajnwon said. "If
they're going to shoot, I'm going
to make sure they work for what
they get."
The Rockets never trailed, but
they. didn't take control until a
13-4 fourth-quarter run put them
ahead 90-75 with 6:54 left. The
SuperSonics trailed just 77-71
with 10:38 to go.
"I can't be unhappy with my
team," Sonics coach George Karl
said. "We made repeated runs at
them and never quit. Time after
time, we cut into their lead, but
they. made the good shots.
"It's very simple now. It's a
three-game series and we have
the homecourt advantage."

Associated Press photo

Four-time Indianapolis 500 winner
Foyt, 58, announced his
retirement from Indy Car racing this weekend at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.

Mariners lanky lefty throws one-hitter at A's
one-hitter as the Mariners beat
AMERICAN LEAGUE
the Athletics 7-0 Sunday.
Sunday's Games
Toronto 12, New York 6
Teammate Chci -Boski MaedRandy Johnson got almost
Baltimore 3. Detroit 2
everything he wanted in his start a no-hitter against Boston on
Boston 11, Minnesota 5
April
22
at
the
Kingdome.
Milwaukee, 5, Cleveland 3,
in front of friends and family at
Chicago 15, Texas 8
With one out in the ninth and a
the Oakland Coliseum. Almost.,
§eattle 7, Oakland 0
runner on first, Lance Blankeneverything.
Kansas City 4, California 2
ship,
a
.221
hitter
entering
the
-Johnson came within two outs
of Seattle's second no-hitter of game, hit a bloop single into right didn't have a chance to make a
the season and finished with a field. Outfielder Jay Buhner play.
By The Associated Press

District Tournaments
All Games at Marshall Co. High School
TODAY
Softball: Calloway Co. vs. Marshall Co. — 3 p.m.
Murray High vs. Game I loser — 4:30
Baseball: Calloway Co. vs. Mayfield — 4:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Softball: Finals, if necessary — 4:30 p.m.
Baseball: Murray High vs. Marshall — 4:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Game — 4.30
Championship
Baseball:

A1 GUTTERS
•10

Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous, _
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

EARN
6.20%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNA]I
RATE CCARAN IFEO FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SUHRF \DER
,11'11 Y.

—Vinyl Siding

FARM
BUREAU

—Replacement Windows

INVESTMENTS

'Lifetime Guarantee'

A1.0

1., I It 1

FREE ESTIMATES

753.4703

CALL
7534020
,

Johnson,- who grew up in nearby Livermore and pitched a perfect game in -his final high schoolouting, said his performance also
was special because it came in
front of several friends and
relatives.
After the game he pointed skyward, a gesture in Memory of his
late rather.

The fifth game will be played
Tuesday night at -Seattle- before
the best-of-7 series returns to
Houston on Thursday.
Shawn Kemp led the Sonics
with 23 points and 18 rebounds
and Ricky Pierce scored 15 of his
19 points in the second half.

Prairie Bayou takes Preakness
"The bonus hasn't come into
When Union City broke down,
my Mind that much at all," it was a scary moment for BohanBohannan said Sunday. "It nan and John Ed Anthony, Prairie
doesn•t have any hearing on how
BALTIMORE — Although
Bayou's owner because the geldwe do things."
winning two of three Triple
ing was behind Union City at the
The horse who gets the most time.
Crown races is quite an achievement, to the public it's not the points in the three races wins SI
million. The only two who can
"A streak of fear went through
crowning achievement.
win are Prairie Bayou and Sea
me, and I'm Sure Mr. Anthony,
So for the fourth straight year
too," Bohannan said. "A second
since Sunday Silence failed to Hero.
Just winning a race, however, or two later we saw we were
become the 12th Triple Crown
champion, the Belmont Stakes is a bonus to the men who earn a clear."
Prairie Bayou, ridden by Mike
shapes up as a Battle for the living in a sport where even the
good ones only win about 20Ver- Smith, was taken off the rail and
Bonus.
Looked at in that light, it cent of the time, where uncertain- around horses at the quarter pole.
lielavertook Cherokeelliutinside
doesn't-even CXCite- tom Bohan,____Ly _Ls 4 rttn%12nt cnmanion
Union City smashed his right the. eighth pole and won by a
nan, trainer of Preakness winner
half-length. El Bakan was another
Prairie Bayou, second to Sea ankle three-quarters of a mile
mmo the Prelkness and had to he seven lengths hack and - a neck
- Herrain the Kentucky Derby. Sea
ahead of Personal Hope.
Hero finished fifth Saturday at destroyed.
The time of 1 .56 1-5 for the 1
Personal Hope. who finished
Pimlico.
Cherokee Run. El Bakan and 'math. as he did in the Derby, 3-16 miles made it the slowest
bled hadl Too Wild, 11th, also Prcakness in 25 years. hut that
Personal Hope also finished
didn't bother Bohannan.
bled
'- ahead of Sea Hero.
By ED SCHUYLER Jr.
AP Sports Writsr
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Pittsburgh
deserters
finding way
Managers like hypothetical
questions about as much as
infielders like bad-„hop grounders. That helped explain why
Jim Leyland 'flinched when
asked to take a stab at one of
the most intriguing questions
of this emerging season:
What if Barry Bonds had
gone to New York and Bobby
Bonilla to San Francisco
instead of the other way
around?

JIM LITKE
AP
Sports Columntst
"I honestly don't think it
would made have -made a difference where 'Barry went. He
could play anyv:here and do
pretty much exactly what he's
doing right now.
"He's the best. player I've
ever seen," the Pittsburgh
manager said, "and he knows
it. And maybe because he
knows it, he cares less about
what people say about - him
than any player I've ever seen.
"Bobby is different. He gin
to New York and he cared
what everybody' thought about
him, from the cop on the corner -to the president of the
MetS__Those. things.-.natter to.
him. He's way too talented to
stay stuck where he is, hut he
wanted to go to New York anti
do everything perfectly.
"And I'M not Making new's
here," Leyland paused,. "but
the fact is, nobody's perfect."
If the current trend. continues, ,Ph.D.- -candidates in
baseball may sonic day \Vrite
dissertations examining- what
effect environment had on the
increasingly divergent performances of Bonds and Bonilla.
For the five full seasons
both came of age and played
together in Pittsburgh the}
looked like fraternal twins -on paper at least -- two kids
who'd learned the secret of the
game before everyone else,and
shared it only with one
another. From 1987-91, Bonds
averaged .277, with 24 home
runs and 81 RBIs; Bonilla's
numbers Were .287, 21and 97.
They won two divisional
titles together. They were so
close, and so far above everyone else throughout 1990, that
for the first time in 11 years
there was serious talk of coMVPs. They • floundered
together. in the National
League championship series
that followed. They even consoled one another about how
underpaid both were.
The ties that bound them
began unravel when Bonill.,
left Pittsburgh for the Mets via
the free-agency route after the
1991 postscason Hop. He. was
injured and missed more than
30 games while Bonds had
another MVP season hack in
Steel City.• And the gull
between their performances
has widened even more dramatically this season.
An almostibubh1 Bonds
has taken the Giants to the top
of the NI_ West and is leading
the league in almost every statistical hitting measure. induding an. eye-popping hatiing,
average hanging around .420.
He has no- doubt benefitedfrom having his father. Bobby.
around as hulling coach and a
• TURN TO PAGE 9
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Cincinnati
hitting hits
Baylor hard

MURRAY HIGH TENNIS
Murray High's boys and girls tennis team each picked up wins over
Graves County last Thursday.
Results from the Lady Tigers 8-1 victory: Charity Wilson (G) def. Poppy
Hogsed 8-1; Mary Maddox (M) def. Elizabeth Fryer, 8-3; Ellen Uddberg
Bonnie
(M) def. Michelle Ivey, 8-5; Emma Shaw (M)def. Cindy Jones. 8-0;Pickard,
Turner (M) del. Marci Wilson. 8-3; Amy Chase (M) def. Megan
8-2.
Doubles: Hogsediliddberg (M) def. Wilson/Wilson, 8-1; Shaw/Turner
(PA) def. Fryer/Ivey, 8-2; Haverstock/Miller (M) def. Mathis/Frick, 8-3.
Results from the Tigers' 6-3 win: Michael liornback (M) def. Wesley
(M)
Fowler, 8-0; Russ Adkins (M) def. Shea Simmons, 8-0; Brent Keller
Jeremy
def. Eric Hobbs, 9-7; Damon Cohoon (M) def. Brad Tedder. 8-3;
Hunt (M) def. Nathan Higdon, 8-0; Jeremy Biggs (G) def. David Gressler.

LOCAL BASEBALL
LITTLE LEAGUE
Peoples Bank defeated Dennison-Hunt 5-1 in Friday's Little League
action. Cathey was the winning pitcher for Peoples and Dennison-Hunt's
Andy Huffman picked up two singles.
• Also on Friday, Paps John's picked up a 6-3 win over MicroAge Jeff
Owen was the winning pitcher with 13 strike outs. For MicroAge, Jonathan
Turner end- Scott Lowe each had hits.
• On Saturday, Rotary beat McKnight Sawmill 6-1. Shane Andrus was
the winning pitcher for Rotary and added two hits and three RBIs at the
plate. For McKnight, Andrew McClure and Michael Downey had hits.
• In Saturday's second game, United Commonwealth Bank held oft
Fraternal Order of Police 5-4. Michael Williams picked up the save for
United Commonwealth and Eric Villaflor added a triple and single. Lucas
Miller took the loss for FOP despite striking out 14. Andy Kough had a
home run.
•

COLT LEAGUE
Local players making the 1993 Murray Colt League team are: Sam
Arnett. John Bell, Kerry Colson, Paul Lamb. Raymond Duvall, Marcellous
Foster, Joe Hayman, Jason Vaughn, Tim Vaughn, Brandon McCoy. Ac0t1
Earwood. Broe Walker, and Gary White

•Spurs send...
FROM PAGE 8 '
The Srurs. trailing 56-52 at
halftone: outscored the. Suns
3 3- 24 in the third period and
gained a 17-4 coring advantage
at the free-throw line. Robinson
scored 10 of his 13 third-quarter
points during a 23-13 run to start
the half.
Johnson and Dan %Jerk% who
scored 16 points. keyed a second-

VOTE

GLENN
ROGERS

By The Associated Press

7-9
Doubles: Hornback/Cohoon (M) def. Fowler/Hobbs, 8-3; Tedder/Higdon
(G) def. Hunt/Delancy, 8-6; Biggs/Hughes(G) def. Gressler/Stockton, 8-6.

quarter • 23-11 run that gave- the:
Suns a 53-45 lead with three
minutes remaining in the half.
Robinson then scored seven
points in the final three minutes
to close the Spurs to 56-52 at
hall time.
Robinson said his team is
ready for its trip to Phoenix.
"We got the nervousness of
the first two pmes out of way,"
Robinson said.

III Pittsburgh...

It's not ev,-n mid-May, and
already the frustration is showing
on the Colorado Rockies. Colorado's ERA is on a Rocky
Mountain high these days - and
the Rockies have been playing on
the road. Cincinnati routed Colorado 14-2 Sunday, the latest in a
skid that has seen the Rockies
lose six straight and 11 of 12.
Colorado pitchers have a 6.01
ERA, by far the worst in the
National League. The Rockies
have given up 124 runs in the last
13 games, and allowed at least 13
runs in three of the last four
game and six of 13.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 5, Atlanta 4
Montreal 4, New York .3 (12)
St Loins 1, Florida 0
Cincinnati 14. Colorado 2
Pittsburgh 5 Chicago 3
Houston 3. Los Angeles 2
San Francisco 9. San Diego 4
"I ve got to make some
change-s," Colorado manager
Don Baylor said. "I think I've
been riding it out long enot.gh. If
I ride it out anymore. I'll be in
Japan: That's a long trip, riding it
out.''
Few of the Rockies were wining to talk after the game. Starter
David N led (3-5), who walked
five batters in two _innings,
walked away from reporters after
the game without comment.
"When 'you'Fe _behind all the
time, depression sets in on anybody," Baylor said. "What do
you do differently? That's what
I'm trying to find out."
While the Rockies arc stumbling, the Reds have won seven
straight and are 19-18 after winning 10 of 12.

"Splinter"

Magistrate
District #3
#5 On The Ballot

If I am elected I will work for fair and sound
judgment of the issues facing the Fiscal
Court during my term of office.
I have lived in Calloway County all my life
and know many of the voters of this county.
I have been in business for myselffor the past
25 years. I have been responsible for employee,
budgets,and decision making for all those years.
Thank You,
"Splinter"

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

FROM PAGE 8
manager, Du.ty Baker, whom . necessary evil, part of playing
he knew growing up.
the game. Baseball, that is.
Bonilla. meanwhile, has
"It's how it affects you. My
grown increasingly isolated in
first six weeks here when I
thc: town where he grew tip
came__aver front SL _Louis, 1
and increasingly surly as his
struggled and they called me
batting as erage falls towards 'Andy Van Strikeout' in the
.2(1), the Mets settle deeper
papers.... The point where that
into the swamp of the NL
gets to be a problem is whelfa
• Easi, and the tough New York
player starts worrying what
media plays a relentless dirge
it's going to take not to satisfy
in the newspapers each day.
his role with the club, hut to
"You could see some of Satisfy the media.
that coming," said Andy Van
"That's why Barry could
Slyke. the Pirates outfielder
have gone to either coast. He
genuinely doesn't give a damn
who often played between
what people say about him.
Bonilla and Bonds during -their
He's already beyond that."
stretch in Pittsburgh.
'I think every athlete who - Whether Bonilla, too, gets
goes into a town gets a clean "beyond that" might ultimately determine whether. he
start with the media. People
Aon't put bulls-eyes on your thrives or even survives a few
back the day you arrive, but if more seasons in New York.
"I don't mean this in the
you come in as the highestpaid player and things' don't wrong sense," Leyland said,
go right, they slap one on you "but I've never seen a great
player who isn't selfish.
,
pretty quick."
"And I wouldn't give you a
That said, Van Slyke is
nickel for the chances of -a guy
quick to make it understood
who isn't selfish enough."
that playing the media is a

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
,Clean, Dependable Cars
'
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

Paid for by Sandra Rogers, Treasurer, Box 21. Murray, Ky. 42071

_We are proud to use(I
An recycled newsprint.

Get
the Big Fix
Mortgage for

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.•

$

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627

11001 0•1114.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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National Honor Society

Iloroscopes
fUESDAY. MAY 18,1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-1788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE with a co-worker. A member of the
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: opposite sex could throw a monkey
wrench. into the work's if handled
Pursue your loftiest ambitions. New
financial gains are linked to your incorrectly.
VIRGo tAug. 23-Sept. 22):
willingness to work hard. Put your
leadership talents to the test in June. Your self-control will surprise and
Your friendships take on added please loved ones. To avoid dissenimportance by midsummer. Let sion, discuss important decisions
them grow at their own pace. Atten- with your mate. Higher-ups show
tion to detail counts big next Sep- new interest in an old idea. • •
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): An
tember. Try to travel in October. An
expanded communications network offbeat product or concept could
helps you succeed. Big business have monetary. value. The odds are
where t speculatiy e
developments are seen in December. in
Early 1994 is the ideal time to tie up venture is concerned. Travel may he
part of this week's plan. Focus on
loose ends in your personal life.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON major achievements.
SCORPIO tOct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: slugger Reggie Jackson. singer Perry Como. movie Your personal magnetism is workdirector Richard Brooks. Pope John ing at full force this morning. ()sett.
wisely. Changes are inevitable
Paul II.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): If where a business relationship is conyou encounter a temporary road- cerned. Try to keep cool.'
SAGITTARIUS (Nos 22-Dec.
block in employment matters. stay
calm and look for an alternative 211: Travel is both desirable and
route. Romance could suffer if you expensi‘e. Keep everyday expendiallow work tensions to accompany tures to a minimum. Self-discipline
is the key to increased contentment
you honk.
TAURI:S.(April 2(I-May 201: in lose and marriage. Do not neglect
Your powers of persuasion are at a health problem.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
their peak. You can sell almost anyone on almost anything! Take 19): A fine day for obtaining
greatcr pride in your abilities. answers to financial questions.
Things that hay e been hidden can be
Romance deepens.
GEMINI May 21-June 20): brought out into the open. Loved
Neighbor.s may mop by at an incon- one makes a determined effort to stivenient time. Practice the•golden - fle feelings of jealousy.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:
rule by hiding your irritation. A
friend shares good news. Listen The spotlight is on savings, investcarefully. You. too.- are about to ments' and credit ratings. A social
eYent aids your career. A hot head
recene a lucky break.
CANCER dune 21 -July 22): may set off fireworks in romance.
Turn your attention to accounting Do whatever you can to erase this
and budgeting matters. A damaged person's doubts.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March
patched up if
relationship must
you are to recover lost tumid. Do' Humanitarian efforts hold new
not overlook advantages from your appeal. You will soon Convince an
influential public figure to promote
family connections.
II:0.(July 23-Aug. 22): Concen- a special cause. Do not he surprised
trate on improving your relations if your own prestige rises.

your.favor.

JOHN P TAYLORitedger & Times photo
The Murray High School seniors inducted into the National Honor Society Thursday include (front
from left) Ginger Crouch, Paige Alcott, Carolyn Jackson, Kacey Guin, Aimee Clark, Deidra Holcomb, Melissa Muscio; (row two from left) Belinda Lockhart, Shannon Farley, Christie Walters;
Brad McClain, Michael Robinson, Scott Conklin, Dennis Whittaker; (row three from left) Philip
Brown, Christopher L. Burgess, Peter Johnson, David Chu, Karina Holden, Stacey Smith, Stacy
Boyd; (back from left) Melinda Plunkett, Mary Friend, Shawn A. Kellie, Michael Carr, Darren
Gantt, Jennifer Goodell, Nick Jones.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are intellectual, perceptive and wise beyond
their years. Eager to please their elders; these youngsters need encouragement — not scolding.. Although they may seem slow and plodding at times.
these Taureans. deliberate pace is an-asset. They pay close attention to detail
and rarely make careless mistakes. EmploYers will he thrilled with these
thorough and dependable workers.
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Please Vote
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•Low minimum balance

For

Magistrate, Dist. 3

IN FREE for full-time students
and seniors with direct deposit.

• Retired, can devote MI t me to magistrate's duties
• 12 years experience as magistrate
• 46 years experience in road work
• Will continue to improve roads in this county
• Will work and co-operate closely with other governments
• Will work to distribute tax dollars equally and fairly
• Will Work for operation of county government in economical manner

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank

. Vote -for Ralph Bogard at the following precincts:
#2 on the Ballot

12th and Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky 42071-1820
(502) 759-1630

Chnstian Comm

Hazel

Church

Vocational School
Tress Do lt-Center

Midway
New Providence

Southwest School
;

•

'ith the ker:trik
T!:41red. ..tafeaside R171111,1,t
ot bank- ,iii,1:financiai ...erzfrcif comp:me, Meonber FDIC
•'
/
141Aildd •NIurray •Oweni.hom• raduLah •
Lip,,l.rtvn • /,ibethtin• r • Franktort• h..‘ington • I

Your Vote For Ralph Bogard on May 25 will be appreciated!

- •

Poo! 10 by Cerebella* 2200 Etiontorough /Myra, Ky

Commodity
distribution
scheduled
Commodities will be distributed from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,.
Thursday. May 20, at the Road
Department.
People need to bring a bag or
box for the commodities.
If picking the commodities up
for someone else, it is necessary
to have a note signed by that person contaiding information such
as social security number and
financial need.

Contract Bridge
East dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•109 7 2
•K Q 7 5
•7
•Q.J 107
WEST
EAST
•J 3
46 A 6 5
A 1098 2
V 63
•9 3
• 108 5 2
4 A 65 2
•K 84 3
SOUTH
•K Q8 4
J4
•AKQJ64
9
The bidding.
East
South West North
Pass
1+
Pass
2*
Pass
4+
Opening lead — nine of diamonds.
The 1992 World Women's Olympiad Team Championship, held at
Salsomaggiore. Italy, last fall, was
won by Austria, which defeated a
favored British squad by 48 IMPs in
the 96-deal final. It was Austria's
first-ever Olympiad women's title. A
total of 34 teams Participatedin the
event.
Theaccompanying dealfrom the
final produced no swing, but featured good defensive play by both
teams. The bidding shown occurred
atthe table where Barbara Linginger
and Maria Erhart were North-South
for Austria. Erhart's opening spade
bid was consistent with the pair's
canape style, in which a shorter suit,
is often bid before a longer suit.
Pat•Davies,the British West,unwittingly led South's strongest suit,
but this ironically put the defense in
excellent position to defeat the conTnand leadimmedi
Erhart lvon the opening diaatrac._
hearttowardsdumMy,planning next
to lead a spade towards her hand.
Davies rose with the heart ace
and the audience watching on VuGraph was informed by the panel of
expert commentators that if West
cashed the club ace and then led a
second diamond, the contract could
be defeated. East could put up the
spade flee on the first trump lead
from dummy and return a third diamond, promoting West's jack of
spades as the setting trick.
After taking the heart ace, however, Davies returned a second diamond without first cashing the top
club, which proved equally effective.
Erhart won,overtook the heart jack
with the king and tried to discard her
club on the heart queen.
When East ruffed low,South could
do no better than overruff and lead
the spade king to East's ace. East's
diamond-return then enabled West
to score the spade jack and club ace
for down one.
At the other table, the Austrian
defenders also scored their three aces
and the spade jack to defeat four
spades,so the result was a standoff.

Tired of glasses or contacts! If you're nearsighted or
have astigmatism, come to our FREE screening to see
if you're a candidate for radial keratOtomy.

If you're 55 or older and your vision is dim or
blurred, you may have cataracts. Come to our FREE
- 'cataract screening to find out for sure.

RK SCREENING-

CATARACT SCREENING*

Saturday, May 22, 1993
9:00 a.m.

Thursday, May 20, 1993
2 p.m. until 4 p.m.
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Tennessee's First Choice In Eye Care
Offers Free Eye Screenings.

400 Hospital Circle
Paris, TN
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Grant
offered for
'Scribbles'

(lit iirit

Mrs. Rubena J. Clendenon

Mrs. Mamie Rutledge
Mrs. Mamie Rutledge, 78, of
215 North Home St., Union City,
Tenn.. died Saturday at Baptist
Hospital, Union City.
Survivores include three sisters, Mrs. Ruth Walls, Murray,
and Mrs. Louise Gardner and
Mrs. Orlea Kennedy, Gary, lnd.;
four brothers, Porter Rutledge,
Gary, Ind., Harvey Rutledge,
Youngstown, Ohio, Glen RutTenn., and Walledge.

lace Rutledge, Union City; three
nephews; one niece.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 2 p.m. at Pilgrim Rest Baptist
Church, Union City. The Rev.
A.E. McCadyncy will officiate.
Burial will follow at East View
Cemtery, Union City.
Visitation will be from 6 to 8
p.m. Wednesday at Board's Funeral Home, 730 East Vine St.,
Union City.

James Carl Darnell Sr.
James Carl Darnell Sr., 64, of
Estes Lane, Paducah, died at 9:20
p.m. Saturday at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
A native of Marshall County.
he was the son of late Garland
Foyce Darnell and Jeannette Travis Damen. Also preceding him
in death were one sister and one
brother.
He was a retired machinist for
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad,
and a member of Grace Missionary Baptist Church, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sarah Melvina Darnell;
three daughters, Mrs. Patricia
Crafton, Paducah, Mrs. Diana
Hodge, Murray, and Mrs. Cindy
Baucum, Paducah; one son,
James Carl Darnell Jr., Paducah;
five stepdaughters, Rosie Slo-

winski, Chicago, Ill., Violet Turner, Bowling Green, Dce Snedeker, Ruby Burgess and Sarah
Greene, Paducah; two stepsons,
James Newton and James Terry
Leigh. Paducah; two sisters, Mrs.
Rebecca Wilson, Gilbertsville.
and'Mrs. Dora Fleming. Paducah;
10 grandchildren; one greatgrandson; 11 stcpgrandchildrcn:
12 stepgreat-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah. The
Rev. Joe Estes and the Rev. Tommy Gleeson will officiate. Burial
will follow in Mt. Kenton Cemetery at Paducah.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Monday) at - the funeral
home.

Porter Chilcutt
- Porter Chilcutt, 79, of 1108
Olive St., Murray, died Sunday at
2:09 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County -Hospital.
He was preceded in death by
his first wife, Mrs. Rubye Chilcult on May 28, 1977; two sisters, Mrs. Ruth Groom and Mrs.
Bessie Osborne; and four
brothers, John, Fred, Verner and
Woodard Chilcutt.
Mr. Chilcutt was a member of
Memorial Baptist .Church and
was a former service station
owner.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Evelyn Ahart Wilson Chilcutt,to-whom _he was married on,
Nov. 28, 1981; one - daughter,
Mrs. Shirley Smith and husband,
Billy, Little Rock, Ark.; one son,
Charles Chilcutt and wife, Barba-

Mrs. Elaine
Grappy
Mrs. Elaine Grappy, 82, of 266
Marion Circle, Mayfield, died
Saturday at 9:45 a.m. at Green
Acres Health Care, Mayfield.
A retired floor lady of Curlee
Clothing, she was a member of
Macedonia Church of Christ.
Her husband, Theodore Grappy, her parents, Lewis Lawson
and Lucy Cochran Lawson, three
sisters, and one brother preceded
her in death.
Survivors include two sisters,
Mrs. Irene Miller, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Christine Cavitt, Murray;
one sister-in-law; two nieces:
three nephews.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Mayfield ManGardens._ Lloy.4 Clutter. Wilt
officiate.
-Jaillet
rcrs-4,11-1Thacket, Fred Howard, Henry
Kennedy, Tommie Mordiela,
Rusty Morefield and Bernard
Clapp
Friends may tall at Brown
Funeral Home. Mayfield. after 4
p m today (Monday)

e

Norman Clyde Beaman, 80, Rt.
1, Kirkscy, died Sunday at 12:27
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
A retired farmer, he was of
Baptist faith.
Born Jan. 26, 1913. in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Charlie Beanian and
Chloe Kirkland Beaman. He was
preceded in death by two
brothers, Wavel Beaman and
Charles Richard Beaman, and
two granddaughters.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lucille Beane Beaman, to.
whom he was married on Aug.
12, 1933; three daughters, Mrs.
Ima Sue Nance, Paducah, Mrs.

Bible class in February of this
year.
He was a graduate of David
Lipscomb and Peabody University, Nashville, Tenn., where he did
his Ph.D. work. He served many
Church of Christ congregations in
this area.
Preceding him in death was his
wife, Mrs. Helen Canter Wilcox,

Tatlock
winner of
EKU award.

RICHMOND, Ky. -- Shcri Lynn
Tatlock of Calloway County High
School has been named an -Outstanding High- School-Broadcaster
by Eastern Kentucky University's
Department Of Mass Communi,
cations.
For more than a decade EKU's
Department of Mass Communications has recognized outstanding
who died in 1981. Born July,16, high school seniors in the field of
1897, in Calloway- County, he school and/or community broadwas the son of the late Richard casting and journalism.
H. Wilcox and Fannie Louise .
Nominees are selected by a panel
Linn Wilcox.
of school faculty members. Each
Survivors include his daughter, high school in the state can nomiMrs. Fransuelle Cole- and husnate one student in each of two
band, Loal D., Murray; one son, categories; Outstanding
High
Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox and wife, School Senior Journalist or OutHelen, Murray; three grandchil- standing High School Senior
dren, Timothy Wilcox, Kevin L. Broadcaster.
Wilcox and Glenn A. Wilcox;
The EKU Department of Mass
two great-grandchildren, Kelly
Communications honored the stuand Andrew.
dents at an awards presentation on
The family requests that
Monday, April 12, as part of its
expressions of sympathy should
annual Mass Communications Day
be made to a favorite charity.
activities.

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

KM* York Jams Cahalan and Kelvin York
When you pro-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
Will•111_ your chokes to you,and give you the coats. You
dons,to your fondly WWI hove to later dun ng a
maks tho

naturally earosofid
Thin,to nab NM they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrattpatonto through tho Family Considerations prog-

-Coleman
Blalock
Powered Homo, Me.
Poilassind. Puesid Daiwa, Swiss

Medea resisses

713 Soma heath IS.

ate

Stack Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM

Murray Elementary School has
received word from John Mack
Carter, an alumnus of the Murray
City Schools and tbe editor-in-chief
of Good Housekeeping Magazine,
that he will cover costs associated
with printing Scribbles,the elementary school's anthology of prose,
poetry, and an.
Mr. Caner made the offer to
support Scribbles "in honor of his
father's contributions to education,"
said Katie Carpenter, the editor of
the anthology. Mr. Carter's father was W.Z.
Carter, superintendent of the Murray school system from 1948 to
1962.
School officials say that this
period was one of exceptional stability and physical growth for the
city school system. The Austin
building, the MMS band building,
Kathy Thorn Allgood and hus- and Carter Elementary were built
band, Allen, Possum Trot, and during Mr. Carter's superintenMrs. Gina Renee Rogers and hus- dency.
band, Mark. Rt. 1, Kirkscy; three
"I remember Mr. Carter as a man
sons, Jewell Edward Beaman and of great integrity and a marvelous
wife, Pat, Overguard, Ariz., manager and administrator," said
Robert Wilson Beaman and wife, Roy Weatherly, MHS English
Pat, Perryville, Md., and Donnic teacher and informal historian of the
Lynn Beaman, .Paducah; 13 school system.
grandchildren; 10 greatWeatherly said that in the 1950i
grandchildren.
Murray was often cited by the state
as"a lighthouse district," because of
The funeral will be Wednesday its administrative practices.
at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of
"Murray was held as a model of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. how a school system should be set
136rial will follow in West Fork up and run on a daily basis" he said.
Cemetery.
This is the sixth year for ScribFriends may call at the funeral bles. The anthology has been recoghome after 2 p.m. Tuesday.
nized in Kentucky as a major contributor to the strength of the writing
program in the Murray City
Schools.

2,000 mourners attend funeral
of 5 Amish children killed by car

Call or roue by today. Will bo happy to help you plan the
serangosuoato you e)losso.

_auso

Ind., and Mrs. Jackie Grubb and
husband, Thomas, Roscoe, Ill.;
one son, Charles Clendon, Rockford, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Dorothy Lamb and husband, James.
Rt. 5, Murray; one brother, Billy
Coursey and wife, Joyce, Benton;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary
Coursey, Almo; six grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Dwane Jones will be
organist.
Burial will follow in Stewart
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 7 to 9
p.m. Tuesday at the funeral
home.

Inca'alutents Since 114.5 I
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She was a member of Independence United Methodist Church
in Calloway County.
Born June 20, 1920, in Calloway 'County, she was the daughter of the late Herman- Coursey
and Vadia Adams Coursey. Also
preceding her in death were one
sisters, Mrs. Carlene Buchanan,
and two brothers, Leon Coursey
and Waylon Cotirsey.
Survivors include her husband.
Jack Clendenon, to whom she
was married on Nov. 4, 1939;
two daughters, Mrs. Mary Johnson and husband, Paul, Plainfield,

ra, Murray; one stepdaUghter,
Mrs. Marilyn Walker and husband, Tommy. Rt. 1, Dexter; two
stepsons, Bill David Wilson,
Murray, and Greg Wilson and
wife, Kris, Dallas, Texas.
Also surviving are three sisters, Mrs. Mae-Williams and Mrs.
FREDERICKSBURG, Ohio
Dora Green, Paris, Tenn., and (AP) -- About 2,000 mourners
Mrs. Myrtle Olive and husband, attended the funerals Sunday for
Vernon, Union City, Tenn.; four five Amish children who were
granchildren, Billy Dale Smith, killed when they were hit by a
Bobbie Ann Smith, Debbie Smith car as they were walking home
and Kelly Holt; five stcpgrand- from a birthday party.
children; three greatMore than a dozen black horsegrandchildren.
drawn buggies passed by the
, The funeral is today at 2 p.m. accident site on the way to the
in the chapel-of_Illalock-Coleman- - -victims'-honies---for- the-services.
Funeral Home. John Dale and Dr.
Greg Earwood are officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.

Tipton C. Wilcox
Graveside services for Tipton
C. Wilcox will be today at 3 p.m.
at Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Wilcox, 95, Murray, died
Saturday at West -View Nursing
Home. His death followed a. brief
illness.
An educator and Church of
Christ minister, Mr. Wilcox
taught in the Paducah schools and
was principal of Rcidland High
'School in the 1920s. He was a
pioneer in teaching the bible on
radio and taught his last weekly

Mrs. Rubcna J. Clendenon, 72,
Rockford, III., formerly of Murray, died Saturday at 12:55 a.m.
at Rockford Memorial Hospital.

Ns* lissollossoriat sow 1. aaratagoaa.s Ig

7111141100
hews lab

Two skid marks, a large red ribbon and small orange flags
marked the dip in the narrow
two-lane road where Thursday's
tragedy happened.
Killed were Neva Kurtz, 14;
Ruby Troyer, 10; and three
siblings — 1-year-old Wilma
Weaver; Freda Weaver, 8, and
2-year-old Ivan Weaver. •
-Five--children were- injured.
Three were in satisfactory condition Sunday at Children's
tal Medical Center in Akronhospita! spokeswoman„.--lienise
Monaghan said. The- other two
were treated jot minor injuries
and released.
Etie'Flache, 18, of Millersburg
-fia'S been charged with five felony
counts of aggravated vehicular
homicide.
•
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Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
DJIA Previous Close..-.-3443.01
Air Products -.--.........- 42% wiq
AT&
541/8-1/4
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton............ 641/2-1/4
Bristol Myers Squibb.-.-591/2+1/:
Chrysler
417/s+1/2
Dean Foods..-.--.-...- 29/4 mac
Exxon.
631/3-34
Fisher Price
See.%
Ford Motor
General Electric
931/s+Vs
General Motors
39114+fi2
Goodyear .........
I B M
Ingersoll Rand

Oaf/.
33s/s-1/4

K U Energy
291/4-1
/
2
Kroger ....-...--........
17/
1
4+ Vs
L (; & E
McDonalds ...........
Merck
J.C. Penney...................49/a WIC
Peoples First*
323/ 11 3Y/4A
Quaker Oats
701/sa3is
Schering-Plough..
66N+1'il
Sears
527/4-1/4
.Texaco
63/
1
2 unc
Time Warner
.......-.345/s+I I/4
UST............-............. ...... 291/2-I/4
Wal-Mari.........................2714 mac
'Hilliard Lyons isas martcet matter in this
stock
UNC price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Rest Investment Is You.

SUBSCRIBE

LI Mara IL 1 yora Mc • limbo IDIE ara SPC

ELECT

TOMMY
WALKER
SHERIFF
'A Proven Administrator
As your next sheriff, I plan to otter my full cooperation to
the Murray Police Dept.,the Kentucky State Police, and law
enforcement agencies of our adjoining counties.

...r
.
)
1
k...kJLTJ.J..1._.L.1.1 for SHERIFF
hid kw ary Wailor 117 Warlft Weald W. Clootabil,

Traaawar. WICIAO Dora Dr- Warm. KT 42071

The David L. Harrington Family

(Seated)Pat Harrington,works as a freelance reporter and a court reporter for Calloway Circuit Court,
(R.to L.)Liz Harrington,plays baritone in high school band,speaks French,and loves4-H trips;Lynda
Harrington, plays trombone in middle school band, trains in Tae Kwon Do, and enjoys church youth
activities; Kim Harrington,looks forward to being in band next year,trains in Tae Kwon Do,and likes
basketball; and David Harrington, wait! WHERE'S DAVID?

Well,ifit's during office hours and it's Monday, he's in court and then in the
office. Ifit's Tuesday,he's in court and then in the office. Ifit's Wednesday,he's
in the office and then in court. Ifit's Thursday, he is either in court for trials or
in the office. Ifit's Friday, he's in court for bench and jury trials. And if he's not
in the office and he is not in court,then he is in a meeting or somewhere talking
to people.
Ifit's after office hours or it's Saturday,he is in the office or at a ti#etilig or
the emergency room taking statements or at one of the three local lawenforcement agencies or on the telephone or somewhere listening to people.
And if its Sunday, well, he's resting. Unless....
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Re-Elect

ti*AtL

EETTILE 021
* County Attorney *
He Knows That Work And Crime
Do Not Stop at 5:00.

Isinglass SEMI.
1401 1. lip Ow.

in* 1111. MVO.
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Classified

I.
•

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
.....Wednesday 3
Friday Edition.
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

N1AllhEl
r011112M12
5
,
1 tice
11
Notice 190
020
Personals 370
025
Card of /Thanks 390
030
In Memory 400
040
Lost & Found 550
050

SF:HVIt Ii

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

470

070
090
100

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

Free Column

485
490
495

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

510
520

410

Public Sale

480

540.,

For Trade

500

AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
nuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads, sandwiches
gyros Open all year a
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues
474-8119.
1•

MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
physic gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

Butterworth
Paid log by candidate
2511 Coldsialw Rd. Murray
FOR AVON'S "ANEW and
SKIN SO SOFT Bath Oil
Call
Avon Service
753-1915 8am-8pm

Antiques & Gifts

LOOKING for good 9 ball
players, 64 available slots.
sign up now to be assured
of slot. Game date June 13
1st place $200+ 1st eight
places pay Call Break
Time Billiards, Dixieland
Shopping Center 759-9303
for information.

New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placemats & napkins,copper,
pewter, lamps, graniteware, cow & apple kitchen
accessories, silk geraniums & autflowers. Come by for
the -unique Mother's Day Gift!
( Gift certificates & Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

America's Second Car

hb°44jVcra,0";P=700'

,ZUglyDuckling
ETAIMEICOMII
Locations Coast to Coast

MORAN 1111101WWW• WELCOME!

ALLIANCE
TRALER TeLesOsepee
....rim.
. ,TROC 2•4•E •tn

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753-4545

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

NINTENDO
REPAIR
Ward-Elkins
753-1713

Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

753-4199
Wallace's U-Pick (t

Strawberries
We are open! This year we are proud to
announce four acres of"Earliglow" berries for your enjoyment. "Earliglow" is
the premium berry for freezing,squeezing, cramming, and jamming.

121 North

DANCERS, waitresses
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E, Pans, Tn

753-0195
To place*
orders:

753-2047
Please Vote
BUSINESSWOMAN

O.

Calloway County
Judge Executive
Christian, Honest, Capable
Common Sense
Chairs"' for the Sesser
et ow
totor iv lisom faatilina

el;

AVON sales beg money,
innovative technique no inventory investment Free
appointment
kit
1-800-690-AVON

NOW hiring all shifts Apply
in person at Sonic Drive In
South 12th Murray No
phone calls please

PARK Rangers Game
CREW CHIEF TRAINEE
wardens, security, mainteFull-time position available
nance, etc No exp necesQualified applicant must sary For info call (219)
769 6649 EXT 7159 8am
possess both leadership
antmechanical
Cow ----10--8prn 7
tact Maley Lawn & LandSEARCHING for energescape Services at
tic up beat person with
753-5726 M-F between
professional ,appearance
5 30- 7pm only
for accounts manager trai
nee Sales and delivery in
eluded Apply in person
Colortyme 408 N 12th St
Murray

el)C4 cYllAdtkie

4

ARTISTIC Managing Director A non-profit. non
union community theatre is
seeking a full-time Artistic,
Managing Director Pre
ferred candidate would
possess an advanced degree and five to ten years
experience in theatre management Job requirements would include general management of all
theatre functions community and volunteer development, public relations and
general supervision of all
artistic matters Qualified
candtdates should send resume and salary history to
ArtistcAtianaging _DirefitrafPC) Box 986 Owensboro.
Kentucky 42302 Deadline
for resumes, Friday, June
15_1993 E0E-M/F/V/H

DIRECTOR of Nursing Resumes- are now being conSTANLEY Home Products
sidered for the position of
Murray customers of CaroDirector of Nursing of a new
'tree
Kaminski
call
lyn
60 bed long term care facil1-800-738-5708 for your
ity in Carlisle County Applproducts. Degreaser.
icant will be a registered
Kettle Cleaners. Perfumed nurse Previous long term
Crystals. Moth Cakes
care experience strongly
Special
preferred Please send resume to Susan Hamilton
CANCER
Director of Operations
Well Health Systems Inc
INSURANCE
725 Harvard Drive Owens
No age limit to apply If
boro. Kentucky 42301 "
your present policy is
Phone (502) 926-9355
over 10 years old, it
please send list of refer
may not cover some of
ences with resume
the newer treatments
such as chemotherDO you need a JOB or do
apy. For tree informayou need-help in making
tion call
positive advances for the
Jerry McConnell
future? We have 22 JOB
Insurance
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
753-4199
years. if you are not in
*tree local dam sere4De*
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am-3 00pm We are an
Lost
EOE This protect is funded
And Found
by the Western Kentucky
LOST dog Reward' Rat Private Industry CouncilTerrier, black & white. JTPA
name is Tanner Near N
EXPERIENCED auto body
13th & Main 753-2218
technician. Salary & beneLOST Gold wrap around fits Commensurate with
bangle bracelet, Lovett Au- experience. Send resume
ditorium Sat. May 8th at to PO Box 1633, Murray. Ky
Jane Marie's Dance recital, 42071
Mother's Day gift
security.
wardens,
GAME
753-9713
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary For info call
(219) 769-6649 EXT 7159.
Elam to 8pm. 7 days

McConnell
Insurance Agency

We still offer our U-pick berries for $.60
a quart and $1.25 a quart for ordered
berries. We will be open all day Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays starting at 7:00 a.m. and from 4:00-7:00 p.m.
op Mondays, Wednesdays, & Fridays.
This year we are going to open on
Sundays from 1:00-5:00 p.m.
For
North
Elementary
additional
Wallace's
U- Pick
info, call:

full
and pan time sales
positions for Ladies
Department. Experience preferred.
Must be personable, enjoy working
with the public.
Apply in person at
Downtown Murray.
No phone calls
please.
We are Seeking

SECRETARY bookkeeper
for legal office WordPer
feet & some legal ever,
ence preferred Salary
cornmensurates with el
perience Send resume 10
PO Be' 1040 .1 Mor•ay Ky

270...
365

Mobile Homes For Sale
- •
For Sale Or Lease

430 ......

. ...... Real Estate

435

--Lake Property
..Lots For Sale

440_,
450.

For Rent or Lease

460-

..

poem r day a amok vso Inv
areasontarot 434 --

CLASSIFIED

Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

NIERCHANDISIE
Computers
120
130
For Sale Or Trade
140 ..... ...............Want To Boy
150 ..... ............Articlee For Sale
Appliances
155
160
Horne Furnishings
165
.Annquee
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sewing Machines
195 ............. Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V. & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

15.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount bid Ran.
60% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Panod
at 75 per column inch extra far Tuewilay Shot

ping Cutdei
Reader Ads:
25. per word $5.00 minimum let
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional conaecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide $2.00 extra for, blind- box ads.

Yard Sale S7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be

required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

070
Help
Wanted

Domestic
I Childcare

SYSTEMS Analyst/GIS
Specialist Mid-America
Remote Sensing Center
Regular, full-time position
for the period 06 01.93
through 021)1,94 salary
will be commensurate with
qualifications Position after 02,01,94 is contingent
upon additional funding
this is a grant position Ba
chelor of Science and Mas
ter of Science degree in
Geoscience or related field
is required Three to five
years experience with
micro-based systems and
digitizers is also required It
is essential that the applic
ant can process-analy-zedata via DOS. AIX ERDAS ELAS. ARC INFO
and is familiar with CIR
photography, Landsat TM
TIGER. DEM. and DLG
data The ability to use pen
and electrostatic plotters
tor output products is a
necessity Other require
ments include database
management techniques
work processing iVolkswii
ter and Word Perfect), ex
cellent communication
skill -(verbal and written).
report preparation
presentation, the ability to
meet the public, and some
overnight travel Applicant
must be able to perform
assigned" taSksj with little
or no supervision To apply
send letter' of, application
current resume, and _name
telephone number of three
references to Dr Thomas
C Kind,'Coordinator, Mid
America Remote Sensing
Center, Murray State University, 1 Murray St, Murray KY 42071-231'
Screening will begin unme
diatley and continue until
position is filled Murray
State University is an Equal
Opportunity Employer

WILL clean houses Have
references 753-8995

07o
Domestic
& Childcare

WILL clean houses references 437 4064
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474-2131 leave
message

104 ACRES 4 miles from
Murray on blacktop road in
North school district, all or
part 1983 30ft Al Jo camper with full bed, stereo.
microwave. N a,c, sleeps
6 8N Ford tractor with new
tires, good condition
45W0 Allis tractor, wide
front end with 3 point hookup Call 753-3785 after
6pm

I will sit with elderly nights
experience and references
Call 753-4590 for
information

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt White
rock rip rap 759-1828

SEWING lobs wanted, in
eluding formal wear
753 1-061

ELECTRIC welder Dayton
3Z562230V input, 295 amp
w infinite amp control
$500 two person tent $25
436-5713

EXERCISE bike, light
weight $35 two pull golf
Building
Manutac
METAL
carts, hardly used $25,ea
turer selecting small to,
large builder/-dealer in Phone 753-2112
some open areas High LET us make your clothes,
profit potential accepting alter and repair Uniforms
only best' qualified (303) and sportswear, rentals
759-3200 ext 2401
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
110
Square. 1608 N 121, Murray 753 6981
Instruction
MAPLE beet U-dig & plant
$3,ea or I dig & plant &
1
5
4an4 c"at '
guarantee for 4 yr $10/ea
Self propelled lawn mower
faciio
cS
'
:bancE
r
$45, tool box fits standard
CHEERLEADLNG
size,pickup $50,small morgage for sale, low invest& GYMNASTICS
ment high return Call
Clinic
753-0835
Beginning June 1st
SUPER A Farmal, hydro lift
complete set of cultivators
$1800 14ft ion boat with
deck & trailer, 20hp, depth
frnder, trolling motor,
$1350 1976 Sbburban
needs work, best offer
328 8204
ANTIQUE & Art Pottery
primitatives, oak furniture& WOLFF suntan beds
hull. McCoy Roseville pot- Sales service bulbs &
parts Financing available
tery 435-4327
753-9274
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

753-0605

44 MAGNUM pistol & 30 al
6 rifle 474 2037

110 A C like new, only
used 1 summer 437 4969

BECOME A CERTIFIED

NURSE'S AIDE
IF YOU'RE 55+ AND QUALIFY FOR THE
SENIOR EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM,Free
training is available!
753-0929
Funded by Job Training Partnership Act
through the West Kentucky PLC, in cooperation with the Department for Employment
Services and the Purchase Area Development
District.

RN - ONCOLOGY
Full-time position for a Registered
Nurse available in new oncology practice opening June 1, 1993 in Murray,
Kentucky. Previous experience or training in medical oncology preferred. Send
resume to:
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Suite 376 West
Murray, Kentucky 42071

NIETHODIST
-

F A.A.:•:••.7

Immediate opening for Paramedic to
work full-time in Methodist Hospital of
McKenzie Emergency Medical Services. Applicants must be licensed in
Tennessee. Full benefits. If interested,
please contact:
Elaine Parish, EMT-R.N.
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-5344
E.O.E.

ANTIQUES, used furniture,
quilts. glassware
753-3907 or 753-5852

BUDGET HEARING
CITY OF MURRAY
1993-1994

EXCELLENT HOUSE
CLEANING Sandi Porch
435-4020

CASH paid-for good used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

A public hearing will be held by the City of'Murray at City Hall
on May 27, 1993 at 7:30 p.m. for the purposes of obtaining
written and oral comments of citizens regarding the proposed
annual budget.

WANT 6hr house cleaning
Available one day week
-wily EXCELLENT REFERENCES 437-4928 after 3pm

NICE home with 5-10
acres- with -some trees
within 8 miles from Murray
753 9650 after 4 30pm

Public Inspection: The City's proposed Fiscal Year 1994
budget is available for public inspection at City Hall, Mayor's
Office, 207 South 5th Street, during business hours 8:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, May 24, 1993.

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable & experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

Interested persons and organizations in Murray, Kentucky,
are invited to the public hearing to submit written and oral
comments on the proposed budget.
Any person (s) especially senior citizens, who cannot submit
written comments or attend the public meeting but wish to
submit comments, should call the Mayor's Office at 762-0352,
by May 26, 1993, so that the City can make arrangements to
secure their comments.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south to Sq. Ham Road. nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4
OPEN TO THE PUFR 1G

753-0466

NON-PROF ,T

mats

ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

Bill Cherry
Mayor

PA EXTENDED HOURS !!!
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE
MAY 24 THROUGH MAY 28TH - 7:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
SATURDAY, MAY 29
- 8:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY MAY 31ST FOR MEMORIAL DAY
CITY STICKERS, MOTORCYCLE STICKERS, BUSINESS LICENSE
RENEW IN MAY - AVOID PENALTIES IN JUNE

471
WANT a lean 20-30 rs 10
Cut grass II wood & de odd

_Horne Loans

420...... ........

Houses For Rent

EIF.0

Vote

By Way of the
Grapevine

Fisher
Price

Business Rentals

Help
Wanted

NotIet

01

Used Trucks 340
Campers
Boars & Motors 360
060

Notice

Poor Firm Road

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

310
Want To Rent
RANSPORTAT1ON
-`Mcaorcycles 320 ..........Apartment.. For Rent
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Rooms For Rent
Used Cars 330 •

021

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Homes For Rent

280 ......

300

Help Wanted
.Domestic & Childcare

060

REAL ESTATE SALES

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Exterminating
13u-sinew Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

230
250
290
530

NHS( ELLANEtil S

ENIPLOINIEN 1

Advertisers are requested to chock the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

AllELISTELEIEla

JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

0"

A

4:
/•
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CLASSIFIEDS
•
270

FRACE prints for sale Call
753-6339 after 7pm
155

Mobile
Morass For Sale

Mobile
Nome For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

14x70 2BR. 1 bath mobile
home, $6900 Days
753-2922 evenings
753-7124

MOBILE Home Village
$75/mo water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR, Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All appliances furnished central
hia quiet neighborhood
Coleman RE 753 9898

AKC Chow pups male &
female can see parents
$150/ea 502-489-2009

3BR unfurnished apt re
frigerator and stove in
cluded Clean and nice
Close to campus $300 a
month 753-7276

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

AVAILABLE June 1st Apt
fw $285-mo 2br .1 bath
with w d hookup & carport
stove & refrigerator turn
ished No pets inside
please Call 762-4483 dur
ing day or 753-7210 in
evening

All Breeds, All Sizes

14x6 3BR 2 bath $5500
492-8714 or 753-7833

Appliances
FRIDIDARE oven $125
753-3493

1981 MOBILE home
12x60 2br, partly funished
$6200 753-8622
1986 BUCCANEER Park wood 1472 2b,r. 2 bath
with garden tub also front &
back proch Excellent condition $15000 753-4893
after 5pm

BLUE couch & loveseat
excellent condition
759-4622 after 5pm
PORT-a-crib wood headboard, 2 chairs, excellent
condition 753-5395

1989 CONCORD 14x70
mobile home 2br, 2 bath
with Jacuzzi catherdal ceilings, large deck, landscaping, on approx 2 acres over
looking pond Lynn Grove
area, extremely nice
753-9959 gam-5pm after
6pm 489 2068

QUEEN hide-a-bed, excel"lent condition $250
753-8361

NELMS BARGAIN BIN
ilos Pogue Ave.

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753-5209
740
Heating
And Cooing
ONE 7 5 ton gas heat
electric air unit 753-1300,
after 7pm 489 2116

Business
Rentals
4 CAR clean up shop of
lice paved lot air
753 4509
641N IN same building as
Auto Dealer Supply Inquire
at Auto Dealer Supply for
details 753 5585

1990 FLEETWOOD 1472, FOR Rent Business Retail
2br, 2 bath custom ca
or Office Space in S Side
binets, utility central gas Shopping Center
h/a garden tub with sky 753-4509 or 753 6612
light 753-8428

7594940
Clean Used Furniture. Appliances. and Mist Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
We am furniture

COMPLETE mobile home
services Phone and cable
installation Gallimore
Electric 759 1835

Antiques

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

TWO antique wood cook
stoves $400 and $300
Call 489 2704 after 7pm

LARGE selection of used
homes Dinkins Mobile
Homes. Inc Lake hwy 79E
Paris,.TN 1 800 642-4891

H 300 HAHN hi boy
$3400 489-2697 after
5pm

310
Want
To Rent
2BR farm house in country
Must have good heating
source I have one infant &
pets Can not be more than
$300 mo Please call
762 3185 Mon Fri from
1 5pm
1213

Apartments
For Rent

1 2 3 4BR apts. furnished
OWN Your Own Home for
very nice some with
less than rent 1993 Clay washer & dryer, near MSU
ion 3br 16x80 at $230 per
No pets Also room for rent
mo 1993 Gateway 3br
753-6111 753-1252 days
16x80 at $230 per mo
753 0606 after 5pm
1993 lifestyle 3br 16x80 at
$240 per mo 1993 Norris 1BR furnished apt NICC
2br 16x76 at $240 per mo and clean close to cam
1993. Norris 2br 14x70 at pus $175 per month
$210 per mo 1984 Liberty 753-7276
2br 14x64 at $150 per mo
refer
1983 Schutt 2br 14x60 at 1BR low utilities
No
pets
required
ences
Clayton
$160 per mo 1985
3br 1470 at $150 per mo $185 mo 753 3949
All inlcuies4a..inderpin
1BR & studio apt available
ning, a t & free elivery appliances furnished Cole
Gateway Mobile Hbmes man RE 753 9898
Inc Hwy 68 Benton, Ky
1 OR 2br apts near down
527-1427
town Murray 7534199
QUALITY homes, low
prices and dependable ser- 1 OR 2br apt Can be seen
vice have made us one of May 15 & 16 or call
753-9345 anytime
the southeast's largest
oldest retailers Shop and 2 1BR large apts with car
compare, you will fund that port water & garbage inwe will have the best value cluded 1 furnished 1 un
for your housing dollar furnished $225 mo
Dinkins Mobile Homes Inc 753-7662
Lake Hwy 79E Paris TN
2-2BR apts available June
1-800-642 4891
1st No pets $250 mo plus
WHY Pay Rent" With ap- deposit 753-3415
down
proved credit & 5%
bath w d hookup
You can own for less 1993 2BR I
14x65 3br, 180 mo at $158 carport & deck $350 mo
per mo 1993 14x65 2br, $350 deposit 753 6266
180 mo at $142 per mo 437-4855
1993 14x70 3br, 180 mo at 2BR apt in Northwood
$199 per mo 1993 16)(70 $270 mo 759-4406
3br, 180 mo at $214 per
mo 1993 16x80 3br. 180 2BR apt large rooms very
mo at $235 per .mo 1993 near MSU for up to 4 stu
28x60 3br. 240 mo at $384 dents washer dryer
per mo Jack Thompson - stove refrigerator turn
Terry Lynch-Bill Carder
Coleman RE
ished
Lakeland Quality Homes, 753,9898
Inc, 641 North, Benton, KY
2BR 'apts spacious all
527-5253.
appliances including
washer & dryer $450 mo
753 4573
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR duplex, central h a
appliances furnished
2BR, $200/mo plus depoAvailable now in Westwood
sit Pets welcome In New Subdivision Coleman RE
Concord 436-5057
753-9898
2BR furnished in Hazel
2BR duplex appliances
available May 1 492-8526
furnished $395 mo plus
deposit No pets 753-1266
before 5pm

FOR SALE
110 gallon
tobacco sprayer,
4 row with
pump. $200
Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
lAisical
MID SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros/
amateurs) Phone for free
brochure' (901) 642-0773
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
240
ktscellaneous
TROY But heavy duty roto
tiller, 7hp Briggs & Stratton
engine with electric start
used only 12 hours, $1500
obo 759-4947 after 6pm
2c0
Business
Services
KEN-TENN Investigations,
owner J.B. Wilburn, specializing in criminal, civil,
domestic and insurance investigations_ 14 years law
enforcement experience.
Bel Air Shopping Center
50 2 - 7 5 3 - 3868
502-436-6099, Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee.

APPLIANCE
PARTS
Most Major
Brands

To Fit

1000s of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
HotP6nt
chef,4.a
FtvcOuve
Sears
GE ,
14.0963\

2BR duplex with central
h/a, wid hookup, carport
No pets 753-9741
2BR duplex 1601 Olive
small 3br house 1603's
Olive 2br duplex 720 Syca
more, Murray 492-8225
2BR near MSU Central
heat & air, available now
$300/mo appliances 8
lawn maintenance furnEmbassy Apts
ished
753-9898

ELEGANT lbr on 280
$265 mo deposit 2br re
decorated 94E $250 mo
deposit No pets Call
753 8848 before 8pm

Amens
wastingh
"
semayuici raPPan

too

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEAR University 2 room
furnished-apt Living room
kitchenette combo and
spacious bedroom bath
has shower & tub $150
deposit
Si 50 mo
753 4560
NEW 2br duplex central
h a appliances carport
$400 mo 1817 Ridgew
ood No pets 753 7457
NICE 2br duplex central
gas h a stove refrigerator
& dishwasher furnished
Washer dryer hook up 1
yrs old on North Wood Dr
$400 mo plus deposit No
pets Days 753 1953
nights 753 0870

u.

•10111011111

gaiplaymem Remises. Mayfield. ICY
M the Departaseat
MOO a.sa. till 420 p.m. liersday through Thursday
W. are Willies lee woe mod mimeo whe ems reflect ear mist important
*mimeetpreemieswally produista vahsisigear mietemers,earl miseries
Ts meek,•safe sed deeirehie
the eallmy sod develepaisid steer
semealag ea ad peuretial RIM
yes, we modem
week eirriseameat

emehemmii•

itivi

Paid Widely,
Weekly Pay Cheeks
14asisa
Medi Mere

AppIp At: illepeeimeat et Rmiplayearat Ilervism
Vsk Nesse
n
As Illgiaggeeeseer Sasper 1111PAI

South Sile Shopping C.

759-1768
AKC Golden Retriever
pups. 7 wks, wormed
$150 901-644-1850
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

410
Public
Salo

Murray omans Club
Bag Sale
Everything you can
get in paper bag for
$1.00.

Tues., May 18th
10 a.m. till 1 p.m.
704 Vine St.
Murray, Ky.

Real
Estate

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
NICE 3br stove & refrigera ous and professional
tor furnished carpet agents at 753 1222 or stop
throughout central h a by office at 711 Main St
available May 1 $450 mo
plus deposit No pets 105 RE MAX Properties Ltd
No 16th St Days 753 1953 Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
Nights 753 0870
502 753 SOLD
NOW available lbr turn
1 800 369 5780
ished apt with paid utilities
lease & deposit No pets ROBERTS Realty Calla
way County's -oldest and
436 2755
most reliable real estate
NOW taking applications agency For all your real
for Section 8 low rent hous
estate needs call them to
ing Apply in person at day at 753 1651 1 Syca
Southside Manor 906 more and 12th St
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap accesst
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502-437 4'13

Rooms
For Rent
NEAR MSU kitchen living
room privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

2-3BR house at lake with
screened in porch & deck
$275 mo plus deposit
753 3383 leave' message
Available 06 01 93
28R garage apt central
h a new appliances carpet
& redecorated in top
shape with wki hookup
reference & deposit no
quired No pets 753-2376
3BDRM convenient loca
lion $500/mo lease re
guyed no pets 753 3293
3BR. 2 bath, central h.,a,
appliances furnished, car
port fenced yard, in good
neighborhood Coleman
RE 753 9898

3 or 4BR 2 bath rear deck
& storage building 1005
Olive $450 mo plus depo
sit 759 9800 days or
759 1509 evenings

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 763 2906Jos mom
otarrnabor
SHOP keeled as 406 Sun
bury Circle overhead
doors gas heat Cali
7113 WM or 4311 21136

WE OVIIIR:
lomme
seweemse
aseilewe
Credit Uaies

Dog Grooming

NCE 2br duplex central
h a satelitte $375 mo No
peth 753 7457

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoneys
620 840 mo 7594011
WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING APPUCATIONS MR PRODUCTION

Now Open

LARGE 2br 2 bath central PEG'S Dog Grooming
h a w - cl hookup ap
753-2915
pliances & water furnished
References required No POMERANIAN puppies
pets $325 mo 753 3949 AKC $200 ea 924 5522

3BR 474 8222
2BR recently remodeled
Requires 9mo 1yr lease
Located at 901 Sycamore
$250-$2851mo No pets al
lowed due to location refer..
ences required 753 8355
• .
balers 5pm

.190

in0

320

2b0

ILINIIN111111
.
"
11

LOT with trees in South
west Villa size 100 x140 or
150140 753 3488

.190

Hoses
For Sale

Used
Care

Used
Cars

ENJOY one of the loviest
views on Kentucky Lake
from this charming 2br lake
front cottage Price Just reduced to $79,900
MLS114842 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222

1977 FORD 4dr Tornada
good condition one owner
53,XXX 753 1385

KENWOOD car stereo am
fm cassette $125 obo
527.5629 leave message

1977 PONTIAC good work
car. $500 753 7122

FOR sale by Owner 3br
brick living room den
kitchen utility, 1 bath 1 car
garage paito fenced back
yard $59,500 Call after
5pm 753-5917

Vans
1989 90 TOYOTA conver
sion van raised roof color
N dual air system loaded
excellent condition $9300
753 8500 a 436-5371 after
5pm

1985 NISSAN Maxima sta
bon wagon sun moon roof
loaded local owner, $4500
753-8096 after 5 30pm

GATESBROUGH home
featuring 10ft ceilings
hardwood floors & lovely
great room w fireplace Add
the liviability of a formal
dining room 4br, 3 bath 2
walk-in closets & you have
value with elegance Re
duced to $137,500 MLS*
4230 Kopperud Realty
753-1222
HOME with income Six
rooms 3br, 2 bath
screened and carpeted pa
tio all electric built in
kitchen central ha Sepa
rate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt newly
decorated for rental 1',-,
acre site reduced to
$49,900 759 1122
HOUSE and 30x40 metal
building on 1 , acres 3
miles on East.94 2br
bedroom den large living
room kitchen dining 1
bath closed in back porch
1 car garage w electric
opener city water, central
h a black wood fence ar
ound property $85 000
753 0926

1990 PLYMOUTH Voya
ger good condition Must
sell 502 489 2445

1986 CHEVY Caprice one
owner low miles $3500
1983 Lincoln Towncar
loaded leather $2500
753 4884

1991 MAZDA MPV van
dual air excellent condi
lion Call 759 9703
753-6425 -

1986 NISSAN Maxima
V 6 automatic sun root
loaded locally owned like
new $4400 435 4264 after
5pm
1988 CHEVROLET Be
retta 6 cyl auto 55 XXX
miles with 1 year extencied
warranty remaining Local
one owner $6200 Call
753 7210

3 OR 4br, 2 bath brick
Ur level located in Southwest Villa Built in 1990
deck built in appliances
central tea, second garage
& driveway, lots of extras
Priced at less than the ap
Call
praised value
753-4985
BY OWNER SAVE $$$$
3br, 3 bath brick central
gas ha appliances cus
drapnes fenced yard low
utilities many amenities'
Owner moving By appoint
ment 753 0788 759 1839
CHARMING oilier home lo
cated on Olive Street Fee
tures 4br 2 bath fireplace-'in Irving room central gas
heat central electric air
Close to school shopping
11 university A real bargain
at $45,500 MLS*4776
Contact Koppatud-flealty
753 1222
DELIGHTFUL home at
fortlabie once 3b1 2 bath
redecorillad home an 1,4
we let Locisald a law
nentries weal id Wear
New weal gas NW I
weal elacIre aw pi4a ad
Oen lo home BIM so
INO Mewed in to aue
so• kilSaldf•
Kepp•raid 11••111
2691M

10Yli MI Imp gaieng awl P00 Sit, by Darer bee
horse pale 793 01111
reuse 3,1 f ego seven
goo Arli di OMR
rSIH Charter herair sew
ow. aresi ramolamed
chestnut 11 yes airt emigre
Ciao* mow, 111841111111
*.nceri .4** 41' 4849

1989 BRIGHT red 16It
Laser Ski boat 1989 Mar
iner 90hp engine excellent
condition $6500 firm
753 6996
28FT Harris flote boat pen
loon, 90hp Evinrude motor
new deck & carpet excel
lent condition $7500
753-3742 after 5pm

1987 CHEVY Silverado
black short bed
loaded 57 XXX miles Al
by wheels $7950
753 1691 days 753 1364
nights

4 4

1989 OLDS 88 753 6705

1991 MAZDA B2200 one
753 2615

1989 RS Camaro V Ei new
tires 75,XX X miles $6200
obo 436 2755

owner

1992 JEEP Cherokee
Laredo 4dr loaded, 4x4
20 000 miles 753 4424

1990 FORD Taurus GL
96 XXX road miles $4700
obo exceiient condition
753 8747 or 492 8595

753 3632
510

1990 WHITE Guio Storm

Campers

22 000 miles excellent gas
mileage Call 753 1772 or
753 5751

1955 DODGE motorhome
fully equipped 52 XXX
miles excellent condition
$4500 neg No trades

1991 MUSTANG converti
PERFECT home for first ble LX, only 21 XXX miles
time buyer 3br, 2bath um
white & black loaded extra
maculate condition move nice 753 0697 days
right in Beautifully decor
759 1928 nights &
ated in the Kirksey area
weekends
Priced in the $40 s'
1992 GRAND Am 4dr ei
489 2801
cellent condition MLis:
PERFECTLY suited for a 759 9350.
couple or a single This
sparkling new home offers CAR Stereo Installation
A LI
loads of livability in a small 753-0113.
A!
Mcray
'Oard Mus
space With 1 large bed
pine
Car
AJclic
Spei;a':st
room living room kitchen
Dixieland Center / blo
with oak cabinets sun
dorms
room It offers quality space from MSU
with minimal care & up
keep Unique in_the_marketl SPORTY 1984 Nissan in
superior' condition-- 4 -Cyl
.MLS#4899 $83,500 Con
&
tact Kopperud Realty 5sp manual with a
power windows & lock5,
753 1222
105 XXX miles Local one
owner $2600 Call
753 7210

474 0115

1 A A 1 Hauling tree ttim
ming. tree removal clean
mg out sheds attlas. & odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb
1A Al town country yard
mowing landscaping tree
trimming tree removal
light hauling Free esti
Tim Lamb
mates
436 2528
Al IA all around mowing &
tree trimming & light haul
ing Call 436 2528 ask tor
Mark
Al AL S hauling yard
work tree removal- mow
ing Free estimates
759 1683

1977 ELDARODA motor
home 2411 48 000 actual
mites microwave tlf & vcr. Al TREE Service Stump
newly remodeled excellent removal and spraying Free
condition 753 8663
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9815 753 0495
•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM W000WORK1NG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SJNIBURY MURRAY (B•hond Bunny Bread
753 5940

Motorcycles
1981 YAMAHA Champ
with 59 miles $375 Call
753 5870

Elect Dallas Willoughby • Magistrate, Dist. #4

1987 YAMAHA Banshee 4
wheeler excellent condi
lion 4 Rally wheels & tires
for Chevy Call 753 1014

Fair, Honest, & Determined

+Ale

:11 Hard Working
,y]
f 34 Years Business and
Management Experience

1990 YAMAHA 80YZ
436 5598

Resides Near Central Area
of District
E Has Needed Capabilities
El Able to Make Tough Decisions

21 Fairness to

1963 LINCOLN Continen
tal convertible, suicide
doors 50% restored runs
& drives good Serious inquires only Must sell
474 0115

3 ACRE farm with new well
2 out buildings driveway
completely fenced camper
optional $10000 Located
lust off Hwy 280 on old
Murray concord Rd
436 5744 or 436 2528

2BR garage city water,
sewage cable no city
taxes off Wiswell Rd 4
mile of city limits, $40's
753-1405 after 2pm

16 FOUR Winns 1989
Model 160 Freedom Cobra
30 Litre like new Call
Chris 436 2292

WANTED cheap boats &
motors All kinds Tom Lee
4365811

WOODED building lots with
additional acreage Lynn
Grove area 435 4374

1 225 ACRES 753-1300
after 7pm 489 2116

14 SAff&BOAT trailer ped
dles life jackets excent
condition $275 492 8295

dgic

•

1982 MALIBU Classic 4dr
beautiful extra clean inside
& out, all extras $1475
753-3378 759 1422

14FT Jon boat 6hp Evin
rude with trailer good con
dition $450 436 5002 if no
answw
.
,leave message

All Precints in

District

"Changing Times; Time For A Change"
F, p

AFE

Ar.Ei

APPRECIATED

fit 2 Box 10, Murruy, Ky

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison
Control

SOUND DESIGNS

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

AUDIO/VIDEO
'
0
nia Drawn and InotaliatIon of Realdentlal 2
end Coromencal Audio/Video Systems
All Major Brenda• Pm Logic Home Theater
Home Autom•tton, SMART 1501SE Installer
IMS Coldwater KC Morn,. KY
.; WTI MI C Gallsom Owns

753-7588 753-6952
Gentry Painting Co. 11
Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
Wrn. Canary
lk. 4 So' 177A. Murray, Ky. 42071

1144+••
2\‘''
,N
_ •-

WV 7511- ISM

B & W Pressure Clean
Rt. 1, Box 127, Water Valley, KY 42085
All Types Of Exterior Cleaning
. Concrete • Vinyl • Cars • Trucks • Trailers • Boats
FREE ESTIMATES * DEPENDABLE SERVICE
(502) 355-9804
, (502) 355-2640
10'

Cleantng'
'All Types Of Pressure Washing 8 Steam
Free Esimates • All Work Guaranteed
Insured

KLEEN TEC

COMMERCIAL HOOD i VENT CLEANING
(502) 753-2840
i200 Kirkwood 1.4toray ic,' e7c71
Terry ThvossitOsinsr

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks. Sewers & Healing
Call Us Anytime

759-4685.

Commercial Was e
Disposal
1k- •
-.

•.• t i

•

.4

All Type. of Refuse Servwv

140041154033
Buil Stewart, Route Manager

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for

an

appointment

753-2962

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, preps,decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

4894303
s & S Environmental
Maintenance Contractors
Specialttint In Underground Storage Tank
Removal and Excavating Services

Murray. Ky• • 7634337 Of 411141140
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Services
Wired
A-1 Carpentry work house
plans drawn, remodeling
new construction porches
mobile home Free esti
mates Call J & C Construc
don 436 5398 20 years
experience No lob too
small

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759'4754

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways. painting., mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303

DEPENDABLE 13yr old
willing to mow yards cost
depending on size of yard
Trimming -extra It interest
please call 753 6519

CUSTOM bulldozing -and
backhoe work septic-sys
tems 354 8161 after 4pm

o & L Mowing Service

Free
APPLIANCE SERVICE estimates responsible
Kenmore, Westinghouse. mature & dependa6le Call
Whirlpool 30. years ex anytime for fast results
BOBBY Special rates for steady
perience
customers 436 6080
HOPPER. 436-5848
753 0370
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, drive- DRYWALL finishing, reways, hauling, foundations pairs. additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
etc 759 4664
BACKHOE SERVICE EXPERIENCED drywall
BRENT ALLEN septic tank finishing, new construction.
installation repair. replace additions, blown ceilings
ment 759 1515
435 4036

BLACK top sealer Need FORREST Construction
sealer on your driVeway? Remodeling, additions. re.
Robert Prescott 753 9504 par. countertops. and general carpentry 753-9688
BOBS Plumbing Repair 15 years experience
Service All work guaran
753 1 1 34 or GENERAL Repair plumbteed
ing roofing tree work
136 5832
436 2642
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn GERALD WALTERS
care and mamtance Free Roofing, vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
estimates 753 4591
years experience Local re
BUSH hogging large or
ferences 436 2701
7457
753
small
HANDYMAN will do plumbCARPET and tlinyl installa ing. electrical, carpentry
tion and repairs Glen Beb
and general repair
ber 759 1247
753-0596
CHIN Chim Chimney HAVE a small job no one
Sweeps has 10% senior
wants to do?We db-fiiinor
- citizen discounts We sell repair work Carpenter
chimney caps and 5creens work, electric plumbing.
435-4191
lawn work some tree work
hedge trimming, cleaning &
COUNTERTOPS Custom
Homes trailers. offices cutting of rence rows light
Wulff s Recovery Murray haung & other small lobs
Robert Prescott 753 9504
436 5560

Swipes

Offered
MOBILE home roof coating _Call Robert Prescott
753-9504
MOWER repair Same day
service 7 days week Most
repairs at your home Fac
tory trained 15 yrs expen
once 502-753-5299
MULCH, pick up loads
Murray 436-5560

MIMES
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meows NIUE CNIXOUITI OR

3 Ha •IED MANGE DI 12115

HAWAIIAN PUNCH
PEANUTS
9
9
4
2101

PRINGLES

-

i.

119114 DOT ROAST

WITH ALMONDS, RIMS PEANUT
RUM CUPS Ot 417 NAT

9104

Cluirli
SENSOR RAZOR

PAPER
PLATES

1 OZ

BUDGET CUPS

189 399 69so 69 359
9
c3CID GL1 dVil
7OA
miPPERNNAVIEFas
94

RICK'S Roofing All types
of roots and repairs Torchon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience, guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559

.-

jii!

PoTicio
C r nip s

frit

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking_
753-8056

N$

._

PAINTING, exterior, inter_
lot Call Charlie Rains
753-5754

6 5 7 0:

4

4
(1

4

100 CT

3.99

SG IRADES

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing. concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
,t.

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation, repair, replacement Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759-151.5
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
VCR NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center.
cleaning servicing $15,
most repairs $35 New location Route 1, Almo
Open 9 12 1-5 Mon Fri
753 0530

.

i

Caladryl•
•; 1,

Ib
OIONGE OR (TT US SUGAR riff
SUNRISE SMOOTH

METAMUCIL
9
3
o:

6

CHARCOAL

•UNDERGARMENTS 10 12 CT
MISORINT 14 7
•ShiELOS
•RFT; S'iZE liNDERPAD 187

DEPENDS

iestemolt•1011•4121412Mi
•IMIRST1 u

329

BAYER SELECT

CALADRYL

499 399

.nalt(Cil UGC'FLUID

WILL mow lawns trim or
remove trees & do light
hauling Reasonable-rates
Calf 753 2772 ask for
Donnie

,
27
2

Dlmetapp

11i-111
‘
V7=

Mag

_

Dimetapp

11181M

ARCHERY
GAME
749

I: 14.41r f te truam•

S

M &
1

17

DIMETAPP
363

PLAYTEX TAMPONS CLAIROL UL-TRESS

399 599
IE:1

PRO STICK
DEODORANT

1E71.

SOLID

SECRET

_
.
T
crta. mu lacy De 5

SOLID

PANTENE PRO V

57

V05 AEROSOL
HAIRSPRAY

1 63.

LAWNDCHA I R

9
3
2

599

II
NO-AD'
cor-SCREE,

NO-ADS

RELJP OR Dui

COLORVIVE
SHAMPOO
OR COND.

299

OR 5 OZ INSTANT
51111110052
3.99
TkiV,ITT1, AKINS

SURE

EA/
HYPER SOAKER

NO-AD.

gir
SURE

F-

' VIYE
PERMIA

_

a

c iSJAk4
CHILDREN'S
N OIL SUNTAN
SUNTAN
N T
SPF2 CREAM SPF15
LAWNMOWER CREAM SPF4
9
11 9

1 99 299 499
10

SHAMPOO
OR COND.

299

SPORT
s••••...x.

"E ANT DRY
TREATMENT 3 99

40% OFF
T0101

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
come by
or
753-1916
call,
For assistance

Mrray Ledger az Times

RAMSES OR
SHEIK
CONDOMS

Sale

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Classified Depart ment

•PLLIS REGJ.41 Of 050201441
.REGU LAI OR MEI 050001011

PLt.ii OR PEARL'

YARD SALE
'7.50
'12.50
'15 00

"i
1m1

PLA1UN"

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISE Your Yard
3 Times and SAVE

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

.99

b

11- ••

LAWN mowing-service In
sured Coleman Eilenefi0 WILL mow yards Reason
able rates 759-1274 after
phone 759 4564
4pm
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Spring cleaning? Call
KITCHEN CABINET RE
GOVEFiY exisling_cloors & us to; a free estimate .
Prose
753-6827
frames with woodgram for
Column
mica all colors Free esti
and
electric
tor
LICENSED
mates Wulff's Recovery
FREE puppies to good
gas 753 7203
Murray 436-5560
home Call 753 1134 or
Stump
&
Tree
SUREWAY
436 5832
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters -variety Removal Insured with full
equipment Free es
of colors Licensed in line of
sured Estimate available timates Day or night
753 5484
759 4690

K B ASSOCIATES 3en
eral construction remodel
'ing, garages. decks, patios
interior trim 753-0834

MAN S4U.,PER SA
-S
t
1
B_._
—4DN VIS
wease.„
,....... .......,.
450.
HERSHEY'S
.,

L

DRUGS •

_ RAN1SI-_S , RI GUI AR

' :0L PO4
73 ;

ri*
r77WATER MAPES SPF 30 01 45 •: 3::-FACI5S11 2301 SPORT SPF 15
•I SO! 5r1 1 DAR TANNING LOTION
.102 SP' 1 SUNTAN LOTION

5411(11D

•1 0:

SALLY
HANSEN

01(2

HOSE NOZZLE

SUN CARE

SUN CARE

99 649

NAIL CARE ITEMS

399

4

IF YOU'RE OVER 60, WE'LL TAKE
10% OFF EVERY WEDNESDAY*

•10% OFF ALL NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
•10% OFF ALL RELIABLE BRAND MERCHANDISE
.ADDITIONAL 10% OFF ALL SALE MERCHANDISE
•10% OFF ALL BONUS BUY MERCHANDISE

RoyxTMCOVPUTEk s\(sviEv

TI11 RELIABLE

The Reliable Drugs Senior Savings card entitles everyone 60 years of age or older to receive an
incredible 10°. OFF EVERYTHING you buy at Reliable Drug Stores every Wednesday. That's in addition
to our already low prices. And remember. Senior Citizens save 10°0 EVERYDAY on prescriptions.•'
You can save:

BEL-AIR CENTER

COPPERTONE BANANA BOAT

DRUGSPHARMACY COMPUTER NETWORK

Rely on the
ReiyX Computer System for
•
WI ovansi,

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE
GUARANTEED!

• DRUG INTERACTION CHECKS
•SPEEDY REFILLS
• DRUG ALLERGY CHECKS
• DRUG & PATIENT PROFILES
•COMPLETE RECORDS FOR TAX &
INSURANCE PURPOSES

753-8304

MURRAY

CanYouSpotAGreatHomeLoan?
Here's one that's easy to spot! United
Commonwealth Bank is offering a 5.95% variable
rate home loan with a maximum
increase of I"o per year and 5°0
over the life of the loan.
And that's not all It's gets
even better! You pay NO CLOSING COSTS
on this loan: No appraisal fees, no title
search, no attorney's fees, no recording
fees—NOTHING!
It doesn't get much better than this!

So get in to see one of the loan
officers at United
Commonwealth Bank
today and get a home loan for the
unbelievable rate of 59500.

UNITED
COMMOPMEALTN IONIC
A Fulani Sr*.Os*

Together Its Possible. Call Us. git
I it lohn%on

Bouievard. Murray, KY -12071 •502-75Q-t44i

Member FDIC

4

1,0444P

MONDAY, MAY 17, 1993

Today in History

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Looking Bac-k

Today is .Monday. May 17, the 137th day of 1993. There are 228
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
Twenty years ago, on May 17, 1973, the Senate Select Committee
on Presidential Campaign Activities opened its hearings into the
Watergate scandal.
On this date:
In 1938, the radio quiz show "Information, Please!" made its debut
on the NBC Blue Network.
In 1938, Congress passed the Vinson Naval Act, providing funds
for a two-ocean navy.
In 1940, the Nazis occupied.BrUssels, Belgium, during World War
-•
In 1946, President Truman- seized .control of the nation's railroads,
delaying a threatened strike.
In 1948. the Soviet Union recognized the new state of Israel.
In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its landmark Brown vs. the
Topeka Btoard of Education ruling, declaring racially segregated public . schools' inherently unequal.
In 1980. rioting that claimed 18 lives erupted in Miami's Liberty
City neighborhood after an all-white jury in Tampa acquitted four formei Miami police officers of fatally beating black insurance executive
Arthur McDuffie..
In 1987, 37 American sailors were killed when an Iraqi warplane
attacked the U.S. Navy frigate "Stark" in the Persian Gulf. (Iraq and
the United States characterized the attack as a mistake.)
Ten years ago: Israeli and Lebanese negotiators signed the final text
of a U.S.-sponsoi.ed agreement providing for the withdrawal of Israeli
troops from Lebanon, provided Syria and the PLO withdrew their forces from Lebanon as well. (Lebanon abrogated the accord less than a
year later.).
Five years ago: The Commerce Department reported a record level
of export sales gave the United States its lowest morithly trade deficit
in three years in March 1988, totaling S9.7 billion dollars.
One year ago;. Pro-democracy protests .began in Thailand: in four.
days of clashes with troops', 44 people reportedly were killed,
although activists charge that hundreds died. Orchestra leader
Lawrence Welk died in Santa Monica, Calif., at age 89.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Maureen O'Sullivan is 82. Former
Watergate special prosecutor Archibald Cox is 81. Opera singer Birgit
Nilsson is. 75. Actor-director Dennis- Hopper is 57. Energy Secretary
Hazel O'Leary is 56. Boxer _Sugar Ray Leonard is 37. •
pasThought for Today: "The worst sin -- perhaps the only sin
commit, is to be joyless." Dorothy L. Sayers, English author
ion

Ten years ago
Thc Kentucky Lake Music
Barn, located on Highway 121
South, one mile from Tennessee
border, was destroyed by fire last
night. Lloyd B. Parker was owner
of the building.
Murray High School Senior
Douglas Story, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Story, has been
awarded a four-year Navy
Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(N ROTC) Scholarship. He will
attend Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tenn,
Murray State University graduates accepted at law schools
include Ann Clark to University
of Tennessee and -Matthew-Bartholomy to Chase.
Mike Kelly and Jon Alexander
are pictured with latiiit of bass,
10, taken while fishing .froni
boat on Kentucky Lake.
Twenty years ago

Stacy Adams, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Cody W. Adams, %xas
chosen Outstanding Senior by the
faculty and staff at Calloway
County High School. Chosen as
Outstanding Senior Boy and Girl
were Danny Coss.', son of Mr.
and Mrs. John C. Cossey. and
Gale Broach, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Broach.
"Daisies" was the top bowling
team for the past season in the
Dillar or Dollar League at
Con,elle Lanes. Members of the
team JR. Sharon Johnson, Jane
Buchanan, Mary Smith and KAI%
Liehtenegger.
Cynthia Lynn Alexander and
John EtTward Will
.lanr were Married May 5 at First United
Methodist Church. •
"Blackberry hushes are in
bloom and Poke is coming up.t rola Lid u inn, -Seen & heard
Around Murray - by James C.

s

Williams, publisher.

Bell, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Keith Jones and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry. Shelton.

Thiro .1 ears ago
Richard Jeffrey, 29, and Franklin S. "Stony" Henson, 22, died

Fort, .years ago

last night from injuries sustained
in a car accident on the dangerou's "S- torte at the southern

W.T. Medd Ill. son of Mr. and
Mrs. T. Medd. is taledicionan,
and Sandra Glasgow. daughter of
Mr. anti Mrs. Prentice Glasgow.
is salutatorian of I95; graduating
class of Murray High School.
Other honor students named were
Norman Crain, third. Jerry King.
fourth. and Kenneth Workman.

tut Hazel.
New officers ol Murray Calloway County Mental Health
Association are Bernard C.
Hartey, Charlotte Barker, and
Arm hays. Board members are
Dr. Charles Clark, Frances Erwin,

Ii liii.
Ps t. Joseph
Ilolsapple, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W.D Dolsapple.
Is selA mg With 4 3d Infantr‘
sion in Germans.

Suzanne NliDet nt and Mary Ann
Clark.
Hugh F. Story. boatswain's
mate third class. United_ _`:,.;fates,
Nsa‘y, stun of Mrs. Cora M. Story,. •
is serving-on [SS Graffas in the
Far Fast.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. file lilantt Sts ens, a girl
to \I r. and Mrs. 6alon Thomas

The
James

DEAR ABBY: Can you stand one
more letter about funny last names?
There's a running joke about mine.
Thirteen years ago, I married a
man whose last name was Fperst —
pronounced -first."
Ironically, I was not the first
was -t
M rs.- Fuerst
see-o-nd
Mrs. Fuerst
In the early years of our marriage, in husband and I discussed
possible names for our children —
-Hugo Futurst- for a boy and -April
Fuerst" for a girl.
In making an application. or
Opening an account. I am asked,
"What is your name? Please give me
your last name first." Nly reply:

called. and we hear,"Whiis first?

"Euerst.-

then I reply cheerfully, and honest-

1 am then corrected, "Niit punfirst name -- your List mune: I need
your last Millie first
Again I repeat. "FUERST,- only
to be- corrected again. until I say,
exasperatedly, "Fuerst IS my last
narrieT
-First is your List rlarlie" litist

I RANI.: Ft"ElIST.
iNki INKONIA. N
DF..‘li .'stI4V NIrs lhow • whose
narne
frequently mispronounced,
should- take heart Nlany people
It; 4',
111111.11. 411
til",c pro
N1.1115 \ c.tr, ;igo. when I was
leaching ilt
State. I had a colleague \1114,--.•• name,was -Yeagley
ear. .it ili, tir•1 Class meettkotilil tell las students. -Nly
11.1101. is •Yeagleyr. i here's a 'y' iin
rat h 4.11t1. alit' all 'eagle' in the mid-

spelltqf.'
Now I begin. "FA —

that

then it
appears that 1 am making some
kind of obscene remark until 1 sav
follimed In "R-S-T." which satisfies the inquirer
AbIlY• ttlY
liaN 4. (1114. advantage IVIieri many
people are all cued lip. waiting iii be

Iii,' y eal. sev('r.:ii weeks after

BLON DIE
orOW 0.0 ,}
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DEAR REPULSED: The Naha,
tion is simple. The next time
you eat with them, say,"We
enjoy being with you, but. please
don't talk with food in your
mouth."
If they forget, remind them.
And remind them. And remind
them.

I

FUN

Dr. Gott

)
i

t

-72---(

CATHY
45 RELATIONSHIP BOOKS, 300
MAGAZINE ARTICLES AND 1,000
SuLTR4 OUTFITS AND THE
OMNI TRULN ENTICING THIN&
I'VE EVER DONE MS TO LEAVE.

--_\
1
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The Shaolin School of Plumbing

Crosswords
to Previous Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Inquire

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
V
I FORZT TOTE/1- Va).
HONE1/ THEVOEW:"11.
6

ONTHe
RcoF
-IOW?

GARFIELD
PAT

4 That man
6 Formal
dances
11 Speak
indistinctly
13 Answerable
15 Article
16 Public
speakers
18 Negative
prefix
19 Down prefix
21 Greek peak
22 Sott drink
24 Grains
26 Dines
28 Wager
29 Hindu
peasants
31 "Donovan s
Concerning
34
I eggs
36 Er
printing
38 Silver

NICE JON...
k, GOOD BOY

Malt
41141,
C,

Answer
symbol
40 Wheel tracks
,
M 0 PIM 0' I -S —T
42 Giver of gift
45 Three: prefix
APE
I .N.N.C-Ft
'A•D.0
47 Flying
GI R .D ER
RELATE
mammals
COPED
CE
1111
I
49 Give forth
freely
EVE
TACT
'
SO
. . .
50 Sour
U R
DAMP
ALE
.
,
52 Decays • ••
.13•U
•
N
I
T
TA
I
54 R-U linkup
. .
NE -AR
DAL'
55 Near
56 Sells to
TRIES
TE
consumer
MAP
liltSAT.E S
..
59 — Mans
TIPPLE
FALTER
61 Revoke
63 Adorn for
.'
E.
+0* N
11MITER
::W:E
0
action
SEINE
R‘CI
'
D
'
R„E.S
colloq
65 Cubic meter
5-17 c 1993 United Feature Syndicate
66 Dansori ID
4 Courageous
67 Female sheep
person
As far as
12 pi
DOWN
5 Wipe out
14 Gladden
6 Puffed up
17 Former
1 Wine cup
7 Ventilate
Russian ruler
2 Never on
8 Young girl
20 Kind of collar
'9 16 ozs
3 Turner ID
23 River in
10 Baseball
Siberia
24 Alternative
word
lwe
aoix
25 IM
1
6
4
5
27 Sow
9•
30 Blunt end
32 Total
II

"Ul •
'

II 13•

16

taVtia.
'

20

2'

lid

'

16

I SEE
YOU'RE BACK
FROM YOUR
CAMPIN6
TRIP
.4./ELL.

tk •

,A•

"Pil
iii
kill I
iiii
2°
II ill WIN 111
Mill
hill WI ill WI
hp II MINIM dlii
d dud id
ii dilNild WIWI
111111d
lidUiU
ililii di dii
IQ

L700

PEANUTS

4.•

"

t

PAT

Diurnian had a re(iii

the beginning of school. he overheard a conversation between two
students that went something like
this:
First student: "I have this gnat
physics teacher"
Second •student -Yeah' kVhat's
his name?"
First student:"Mr. Yowly "
PA1.0 ALTO.CALIF
DEAR ABBY: I am very mut•h
disturbed about the eatmg habits of
two very dear friends of mine We
Ii ave known each other for many
years. but recently their eating
habits have gotten worse.
It is absolutely disgusting to sit
al.TOS.S the tablefro*Tomeone who
is eating and talking at the same
time.
My husband and I had brunch
with this couple in a very nice debtype restaurant. and I had to turn
away from two completely open
mouths filled with bagel, lox and
cream cheese, It was revolting' I
love these people dearly. but find
that I am now making -excuses so I
won't have to eat with them_
Abby, how can I tell them ‘.4 ithout hurtinVheir feelings! that this
disgusting ahit is actually distzmuing me from them? Please do not
print my real name: as they read
your column I.very day.
REP1'LSE')

.-r

JON LOOKS LIKE WE
NEEDS SOME ATTENTION

law

person.

fr...)“ tor-, jor

CALVIN and HOBBES
BECAk.IS
R

the

M. Thurman and Mars

ion at the Muria% Cut Park Pr:
sent for the et cut
cie

.

rv%y r1:41,0

Dri 'ot`t. 'r•ifINT

descendants tut

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
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ssfla:3Fih
pet•c
"
:
oname3:n"
•

4
39'
3F"ce
41 Make inegai
11 Remora ID
16 Pileiparve
pee414
44 long-legged
bod
SI7
mes .
040^1
S1 *rotor
Irsolecle
57
colle"
SS Compass
pcorst
60 ,
Prur
eater
marie
62
ve•
61 •em NW I

DEAR DR (;OTT: I'm interested in
information on motor neuron disease
My neurologist is very vague with his
answers to mv questions. and I'm al
mliv Silts• end At preseni my speech is
barely understandable and I ran mils
walk with 11w help of a walker. vet be
indicates mottling can he done tor me
Is Ibis true.
'
DEAR READER Ninon- neuron
diseases IIIVIUdt. a number ot tier, t•
slich as ampitrophic latcr
at sclerosis ilaiu Gehrigs disease!.
primary Literal sclerosis. progressive
muscular atrophy. and inheritedspinal muscular atriiphies. to mention
a few
tr-dist—as-es-are marked by sr-Ire
di.generation of spi.4•1fir nerves in
the spinal cord and lower brain The
cause is unknown
Motor neuron diseases cause 'pro
gressive weakness. increasing di•pen
death. usu
dency and eventually
ally from pulmonary complications
Nonetheless. the outlook varies. tin
example. an ortzwonal patient with
ALS may survive tor 311 years..v, hon.
as other patients will succumb within
a year
There is no treatment lin- tht. motor
neuron diseases. vet nitwit t-an be
done to maintain independence such
as physical therapy, special apph
ances and drugs to aid depression and
pain
I suspect that your neurologist has
been purposely vague with you
because, like most of us. he (torso t
relish giving had news
Remember. however, that as'is
tance with everyday ac.t o.ities ma%
make you feel better even though the
overall prognosis is untatiirable Yrni
should investigate resource, in your

conuminity. such as sit irig nurses
home health aides speech theraiii•t:
and physical therapists
DEAR DR ((ITT Could an
unprecedented seiture without loss itt

control of bladder or *wets be r.aused
hy metabolic disturbances' Our
daughter has been -taking Synthrind
because . of
years
eight
for
Hashimoto-% dostia4r. and has been im
decongestants for se%rre congestion
Is there a connection '
DEAR READER
lia•hintoto • rit•easy is inflammation
of the thyrrord u ..using an underaitdr
gland *Ur I doubt that %our liaugh
ter hail a seizure related to her thy
reud disease or its treatment del ion
.in
gr•tants haw been implicated
unusuali Aust.,rof eninigments
She should ure her dreilnr,tur 'Aare
'nation Anil testing %nu h will in. ludo

twain i6.1%.- list
•c• and possollit•

Nfifid anal%

t.es,

Net au., an totem*" fed srisurr rnai
ion- yr again "he isM nsk III harming
herself friar+ falling iir iither• if
I • onflur
she • dm nng Tlwyttftwv )
taial Is Mahe a dItagpowius e•pri 1.41h
•
rilvieln1 % Until% dn.tor
1101
iserminhmeit %nut Aria rv•irtin
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Singles jamboree set for
May 29 at Kenlake Park
Fhe Singles Organizational
Society (SOS) will host its third
annual Regional Singles Jamboree at Kenlake State Resort Park
May 29 from 2 p.m. to midnight
in Aurora.
"We are anticipating a great
turn-out because of the holiday

weekend," said Pamela Dawes,
organizer. "We're all set for a
full day of fun, food, activities
and fellowship. It's a good way
for singles from all over the region to network. We'll also have
singles tee-shirts available for
those interested."

RAY4,
PS
What is the challenge?
The excitement in community
leadership is that it is an idea
whose time has come. What can
be done in ,Murray through this
protam has great potential.
Complex problems of our times
demand that our leaders be the
best prepared and informed. Rising above the interest of each
individual to focus on the greater
whole„ Leadership Murray participants will be led in the formation of a distinctive community
group identity.
Leadership Murray will identify individuals who will be expected to continue to exercise
leadership skills for the longterm benefit of the community.
Basic criteria to achieve this
.selection are:
1; A commitment, motivation
and interest_ in serving the
cornmunity;
2. A demonstrated involvement in past community and
volunteer activities;
3. An interest or intent to be
active in public offices, boards,
commissions or key volunteer
leadership positions;
4. Potential, or existing opportunities, for advancement to top
positions with their own organizations which, in turn, may play
a role in community leadership;
5. An occupational commitment to remain in Murray — not
likely to be transferred within
the immediate future; and
6. The opportunity, provided
by employer or otherwise,to take
the time for the program.
An essential leadership attribute today is the knowledge and
ability to communicate with all
segments of a community.

Efforts will be made to
select as the class of 1994,a group
with balanced representation between such areas as business and
industry, the professions, women's groups, government,
ethnic and neighborhood leadership.

Tuition & Funding
Ifaccepted into the Leadership
Murray program, each participant will be required to pay $100of
the tuition fee of$600. The participant or company (sponsor) will
be billed for the additional $500.
This covers all program costs. A
limited number of scholarships.
are available. .
Individuals who wish to apply
are encouraged to call Leadership Mu,rray at 753-5171 or John
Williams, Peoples Bank, Executive Director of Leadership Murray at 753-3231.
Applications, which are due by
July 31,can be obtained from any
member of the Executive Committee; Ron Christopher, Lynn
Meurer, Dr. Ross Meloan, Sally
Hopkins and Walt Apperson or
any member of the Board of
Directors; Anne Adams, Robert
Billington, Mayor Bill Cherry,Jo
Crass, Harold Doran, WA.
Franklin, Joann Hammons, David Harrington, Bob Jackson,
Willie Jackson, Loretta Jobs, Richard Jones, Dr. Ronald Kurth,
Tommy Marshall, Dr.Jack Rose,
Jane Sisk, Howard Steely, Ted
Vaughn and Judge George
Weaks.

ELECT

At least 250 singles are
expected to attend the day-long
event from Kentucky, Missouri.
Tennesee and Illinois. Last year,
about 200 singles participated in
the event.
Events include a -watermelon
bust, games, dinner, fellowship
and an evening dance at the outside pavillion.
The event is free for all participants. The SOS will provide
chicken, barbecue and hotdogs,
as_ welt. as -all paper goods. Participants should bring a dish ti
share and their own drinks.
Signs will be posted at the
entrances - to Kenlake that will
lead participants to the pavilion.
Founded in 1988, the SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational,
apolitical support and social
group for singles of all ages,
whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide
support and positive social interaction. All singles are invited to
attend a regular meeting or social
event.
For -more information, call
Pamela at (502) 753-7638 or
Jeanne at (502) 753-0224.

TOMMY WALKER
SHERIFF
'
4 A Provsn Adrninislrair_r"
Are You Satisfied With...
... The response time to your calls by the
sheriff's office?
... The sheriff's dept. not being involved with
drug education in our schools?
... Your phone calls to the sheriff's dept.
being answered by an out-of-county law
enforcement agency after 5:00 p.m.?
... The current budget overruns in the
sheriff's office?

... The lack of a good working relationship
between the sheriffs office and surrounding
county's law enforcement agencies and the
West Ky. area "W.A.N.T.:'drug enforcement
teams?
... The inefficiency in administration of the
sheriff's department?
... The lack of crowd and traffif control at
major school events?
.. •
.. How often you see a patrol car in your
neighborhood?

*Tommy Walker Is Not.

r

*
r

for SHERIFF
Paid tor by Walkor for &miff, Ronald W. Churchill, Jr, Treasursr 2215 Nail Crook Dr., Murliy, KY 42071

1993 DODGE CONVERSION VAN

s'7,559
Windows
Running Boards
AM/FM Cassette

Tilt
Alloy Wheels
4 Captain Chairs

Locks
Sleeper Sofa
w/Equalizer

Cruise
Automatic

- 1994 Models In Stock!

LEADERSHIP MURRAY

Legal Mumbo Jumbo: Prices is plus tax, title, license. Rebate applied down - $500 Farm Bureau member and/or Ram Van Certificate also applied down.

I am interested in becoming/nominating a participant for
Leadership Murray. Please send a nomination form to

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

NAME
BUSINESS
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

- '4411 •717tr

EIT!,1

4b.
STATE

47170

Dodge

ZIP

4717*

414

4170

.•
4714
"

4±.

*to

0
PEPPERS Jeep

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

4t*
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0
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41:4
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4;14; .7;174
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Dodge '
Dodge Truths

.
4 t:t

•t1

4717*

47
1
4
'
itip
141

471170

Drug offenses will be my TOP priority. Have you ever noticed that
you read about or see pictures of the county attorney when police make
an arrest, but you never hear the results in the courtroom when it is time
for the county attorney to do his job? The majority of drug offenders
receive no jail time as a result of plea bargains with the current county
attorney.

[41•-;1
4-•

EI:d
C
'Tr

*Tr

When elected, I will be concerned about results and law
enforcement can trust that their work will be rewarded by hard work in
the courtroom where it counts. I will not spend tax money on publicity
that simply promotes my name.

*
Lk
471170
1
t•

t•

47171.•

tYrri•

I want to use the skills and abilities I have developed in my 9 years
of successful criminal and trial practice to help make this a safer
community for our families.
1
.0

414

•%IL

METHING ABOUT DRUGS;
ITS TIME TO DO
IT'S TIME FOR RESULTS AND CONVICTIONS IN THE COURTROOM;
11,

IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE!
ELECT

RANDY HUTCHENS
CALLOWAY COUNTY ATTORNEY
s,

41".
.

This is my home and the birthplace of my
children. As a father of four children, I am
concerned about the increase in crime
and burglaries, drug and alcohol offenses, and the incidents of violence
against women and children. My children
are Daniel, Angela,Jessica and Timothy.
We are members of Glendale Road
Church of Christ. My parents are Idelee
and Martha Hutchins of Lynn Grove. My
grandmothers are Laverne Lee Jenkins
and the late Mary Paschall Hutchens.
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